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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals wittr an attempt to employ the research methodology

of action research to focus on classroom strategies involving a range

of resources, including indigenously generated ones, ds a way of

enhancing critical understanding and thinking. This necessarily also

involves an examination of what critical thinking might be.

Each of these areas of concern arose from an initial concern about

the need for the creation_and effective use of indigenous resources

to maximise Senior Secondary studentst ability to relate to Geography

curriculum content and to interrogate it for its own assumptions.

By using a systematic action research methodology of planning,

action, observation and reflection, I realised that I needed to be

more focused and thorough regarding ny understanding of critical

thinking, and that I needed to extend my understanding of resources

that can enhance accessibility and the problematizing of material.

My readings and reflection in critical thinking made me realise not

only the complex and contested nature of critical thinking, but also

that in order to move toward critical thinkingr mY emphasis would

need to be on adopting a critical pedagogv. The type of process,

rather than a particutar paradigrm, needed to be the emphasis. The

focus needed to be on how knowledge is produced, internalised and

disorganised. I thus attempted to highlight aspects that need to be

included in an activity-based approach that nay facilitate a critical

pedagogy.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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with this shift of emphasisr ily second project acknowledged that
indigenous materials are only one way of enhancing accessibility to

the studentrs worLd and the South African socio-political context.

I then explored more fully styles and stratecries of problematizing

the course work to contribute toward an eventual changing of student

consciousness.

Out of the many elements that had emerged in the second project, I

chose to examine the strategy of conflict as a resource, to engage

students in the underlying issues rather than to accept the syllabus

content at face value. A deeper and far more nuanced understanding

of the different dimensions of conflict arose and therefore the

potential use of conflict in a transformative educational context.

Finally, the thesis highlights and reflects upon the value of

action research approach towards deepening oners understanding

classroom processes and the issues that arise.

an

of
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CHAPTER ONE

THE EMERGENCE OF AND RATIONALE FOR AN ACTION RESEARCH APPROACH

1.1 Introduction

I have been teaching Standard (Std.) 8, 9 and L0 Geography for the

past thirteen years at the same school. On many occasions I have

been part of organising and contributing toward resource workshops

and have continually found a severe lack of creative, experiential

and indigenous resources in the Geography field. This is

particularly true of resources that begin to promote critical and

diverse thinking in the South African context.

I teach with a variety of teaching styles and methods that are

characterized by a focus on the interaction of students with one

another and with the curriculum, but struggle to find ideas,

worksheets ahd simulation exercises that are related to or

contextualized in the South African context. It is for this reason

that when two action research projects were assigned as part of the

Masters course in Action Research at the University of the Western

Cape, I began my first project by focusing on the use of indigenous

Geography resources as a way of shifting consciousness. My

understanding of indigenous resourcesr at that point, llas those

resources that are related to the studentst world, but preferably

with a South African content and context.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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My understanding of tshifting consciousnessr hras to develop thinking

more deeply and laterally about all issues and that students needed

to participate more actively in their learning process to have a

growing sense of themselves as located within a community/country and

their role therein.

There are probably many ways in which this kind of movement of

consciousness to a more enguiring, lateral thinking is achieved, but

this study began by choosing to focus on indigenous material as a lray

of making the content more accessible, thereby allowing a process of

involvement to occur. Without that process of involvement, I

believed that empowerment to integrate and understand issues would

remain at a linited level.

I believed that Geography teaching needs to move alray from

compartmentalized views of 'knowledge' and begin to make links

between various fields, €.9. the relationship between urban Geography

and climate, ecology and population Geography, etc. Through an

understanding of these links, Geography as a subject would

continually be related to and placed within the irealr world, rather

than being confined within a linited theoretical study. For

instance, in studying the factors affecting an industrial location,

I would need to focus the classroom study on a factory in an area

faniliar to students. This would serve as a basis from which to

begin to make meaning of the theories regarding industrial location.

Therefore, to evaluate the first project, it was necessary for me to

assess the nature of the material used and to ascertain whether it

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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encouraged the students to think in a broader j-nter-connected

framework. The studentst insight, guestioning and/or understanding

of the material covered would facilitate evaluating whether the

naterial had enabled students to link the topic with other issues

adeguately. It would also be necessary to assess whether links with

a known or real situation have emerged. This hlas, therefor€, ilY task

in the first project - to promote a particular kind of consciousness.

In attempting the first project, it was also necessary to establish

some sense of the action research process and how I would be adopting

it in my own classroom. fAction research is understood and practised

differentty by different people. My understanding and consideration

of various aspects of action research has developed over the past two

years, but the following description outlines the basic understanding

of the action research process and its characteristics that I

employed in planning ny first project.

L.2 Understanding of and rationale for an action researcb approach

Broadly, action research focuses on our own educational practices and

our understanding of those practices, gf the situations in which they

are practised a_nd of the potential for transformation of those

contexts. It will be necessary for me to outline the Process of

action research, before I outline some of the key characteristics and

concepts that would inform my orrrn action research projects. Lastly,

I will look at some of the possible risks and problems that can arise

in an action research approach. Many of the characteristics overlap

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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with each other and so they should not be interpreted as existing

independently and separately from one another.

Action research is an approach to encourage teachers to be aware of

and reftective about their olrn practice, to be critical of that
practice, to understand the situations in which their practices are

carried out, and to be open to changinq their practice and the

situation. The following tyPe of approach by McNiff (1988:5-6)

governed my own research:

Action research is not just teaching. It is being aware
and critical of that teaching, and using this
self-critical awareness to be open to a process of change
and improvement of practicq. It encourages teachers to
become adventurous and critical in their thinking, to
develop theories and rationales for their practice, and to
give reasoned justification for their public claims to
professional knowledge. It is this systematic ENQUIRY
MADE PUBLIC which distinguishes the activity as research.

The approach involves a spiral of planning, acting, observing,

reflecting and re-planning. These moments are retrospective and

prospective, retrospective in naking meaning from the past and

prospective in future action. Planning involves collaborating with

the participants, which involves being focused on their problems,

needs and the broader realities. It also means clarifying and

diagnosing a problem situation for practice and formulating'action

strategies for resolving the problem. Planning also entails

consideration of the current practice, the rules and the principles

it actually embodies and the knowledge, beliefs and principles that

the teacher employs in characterising that practice and deciding what

shall be done. It is only from these descriptions and principles

that critical planning, action and reflection are possible. Concrete

I 
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experiences form a basis for implementing action strategies,

observation and reflection. rActingr needs to move beyond

experiential learning in and of itself, but should be rinterwovenl

as part of the emancipatory process, i.e. taking control, critiguing

distortions, etc. Action feeds back to influence and amend decisions

previously made about the overall plan.

Reflection is not limited to the participantsr self-reflection, as

our understandings are distorted by ideological constraints. Action

Research argues that reflection provides an opportunity for learners

to reflect on their ideological constraints and to generate critical

theories, and that this can stand in the service of the development

of a critical understanding of their context, and thus of

emancipation. Reflection occurs within the context of its particular

social and historical framework, and 'rThe knowledge gained is

reflectively assimilated and tested for authenticity by the

participants . !r ( Lazarus 1988 : 13 )

1.3 Characteristics that I bave attenpted to incorporate in my orn

actiou research projects

I wanted the project to be PARTICIPATORY, in that it involves me, the

teacher, and not an routsiderr, in my own enquiry. Action research

provides.an opportunity for teachers to be involved with their own

practice and to view themselves as researchers, so that they can

begin to understand and transform that practice. This will involve

research with the group, rather than on the group. I as the

researcher/teacher, need to be theorizinq my practice within a

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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critical framework of understanding which facilitates appropriate

action. This also involves bringing theories about the social

construction of the participantst realities to the notice of the

group for the purposes of reflection. In so doing, I am more likely
to promote critical skiIls.

Disagreements between the interpretations of the teacher and of the

groups will be a particularly rich source in ascertaining what the

disagreement underscores and how it could be resolved. As Mathison

( L988 : 15 ) puts it, rrWe do, in fact, utilize not only convergent

findings but also inconsistent and contradictory findings in our

efforts to understand the social phenomena that we study. rr

T, as teacher, should not be an external agent who is needed to
stimulate development, but rather a facilitator who helps encourage

the action research process so that it takes place in a coherent

manner. This leads to a second dimension with which I would want to

characterize my action research projects, that the research is not

an individual exercise by the teacher, but a joint enterprise of the

whole group/clhss.

Action research should be COLI"ABORATIVE in that it needs to involve

other people as part of a shared enguiry. Transformations of social

reality cannot be achieved without engaging the understanding of the

group involved. Action research demands sanction for the

investigation and an accountability to the students. There is the

imperative of feeding back to, and clarifying research findings with,

the participants of the research. Because people can be unconscious

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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of, and therefore mistaken about their perceptions, intentions and

motives, it is necessary to establish collaborative research in order

to minimize errors of this type and to develop understanding,

critigues and explanations. We also understand only certain aspects

of o_ug_qgqlr_ty-r_ while others understand other aspects. This also

emphasises the need to share our knowledge collectively. McNiff

(L988:7) argues that

It is this conjoint experiencing, this mutually supportive
dialogue, that is the action of research that brings
people together as explorers of their own destiny, rather
than alienates them as operators and puppets.

This will involve creating an atmosphere in which people believe that

everyone has a contribution to make, thus promoting the broadest and

most active participation of people in order to facilitate and

promote collective control of the action research processes. This

is weII illustrated by Carr (1985:200) when he states that

The collaborative nature of action research thus offers a
first step to overcoming aspects of the existing social
order which frustrate rational change: it organizes
practitioners into collaborative groups for the purposes
rof their own enlightenment, and in doing so, it creates a
[nodel for a rational and democratic social order.

Therefore in action research, dialogue and the active participation

of all the members of the group are indispensable. Rather than

focusing on the .individual goodt, it is a means of realising the

rcommon goodt: it strengthens and sustains a sense of community.

This leads to a further feature I would want to incorporate in an

action research process: the social/historical context in which the

process occurs.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Action research helps participants understand how their PRACTICES ARE

SoCIALLY CONSTRUCTED AND HISTORICALLY EMBEDDED. ActioN RESEATCh iTT-

education needs to be understood in a social, cu1tural, political and

economic context. The research focus either arises out of, or is

directly related to, particular community needs. It attempts to make

sense of the reality of immediate situations in order to grasp their

patterns as manifestations of the broader coetext. It pitches the

study at the micro-level to understand the macro-level of the

society. critical reflection aims to expose dominant-group interests

and ideological distortions, and highlights contradictions within

understandings, practices and situations. In this way we can,

therefore, begin to become aware of what shapes and informs practice,

and so can begin to look at the possibilities of alternatives, of how

things rnight be different. The appropriateness of ideas and

knowledge drawn from various disciplines will depend on the extent

to which they are viewed by the teacher/researcher and the group as

speaking to the concrete practical reality. We are researchers of

our own reality because we live this reality and to some extent we

understand it.

I

I
!

This means that action research cannot be separated from real life. -

By becoming more aware of our situation, we can go about transforming

it to meet the needs of the community so that our action is socially

useful. Through the action research process, participants can then

be more than simply products, but rather attenpt to be transformers

and agents of history. Action research, focused in an actual

context, can aim at being socially useful as weII as theoretically

meaningful. Foster and Whitehead (1984:41) say that

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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to bring together theory and practice it is necessary
to view edutational theory as a I'critical and systematic
reflection on practicetr ... and that such theory must be
developed using procedures which hold educational practice
as a unity. we suggest that this can be achieved by
basing the research uPon the conscious lived experiences
of inaividual teacherJ and their attempts to develop valid
and objective explanations for the part they play in
sustaining or inpioving a Process of education with their
pupils.

THEORY provides some form of criterion against which, or in relation

to which, insights and interpretations can be viewed and critiqued.

Action research needs to encourage participants to develop theories

and rationales for testing and inproving their practice, and for

providing a sound rationale for what they are doing. The focus is

therefore on developinq theories, rather than consistently or

mechanically applying general theories. Theory offers the

possibility of extending us beyond our existing practice. It also

has the potential to be generative and organic insofar as nevr

understandings arise that can be applied in differing situations.

However, reflections also benefit from the meanings derived from a

variety of sources, which might include various disciplines. For

example, a particular teaching method could be reflected on in terms

of its ecological, social, economic and political ranifications. As

Shor (1980:L14) states

The problematic study of social practice stretches out not
onfy in time and space but allo across the boundaries
separating academic departments.

Freire (Lg7B: L17-1L8) elaborates a series of contexts that may arise

from dealing with a theme in everyday life. By naking these

connections, we connect and extend a SPecific itern or curricula

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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material to its broader cultural milieu. In understanding our own

reality, there are times when we can apply theories from other

realities with similar elements, to orientate ourselves and to help

us understand and transform our own reality. In these cases, these

theories can provide a means to understand how self-understandings

have become distorted by broader ideological conditions. Theoretical

accounts also offer possibilities of how these constraints may be

overcome.

Action research does not simply focus on understanding the patterns

and significance of the past and the present, but also aims "to
transform the present to produce a different future. rr (Carr & Kemmis

L986:L83) Action research therefore needs to be committed not only

to understanding the social world, but, also to helping to TRANSFORM

it. Although there is a real gap between school curricula and

political change, act5-on research can seek to establish the

conditions under which it can identify and expose those aspects of

the social order which frustrate rational change, and provide a basis

for action to overcome irrationality, injustice and deprivation.

1!+= is not a romanticized belief that educational change wil-1

'li.b_erate South Africa, but a belief that even though schools offer ,

limited prospects for change, they have a serious role to play in the

Iiberatory proces€. It is, therefore, a deliberate strategy foJ

emancipating practitioners from the often unseen constraints of

assumptions, false beliefs and ideology existing in our society, and

is a challenge to the established authority. In this nto".=tr "
participants can gain skills which enable them to distance themselves

from manipulation, to focus on liberation and to take control of

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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their lives by removing false assumptions and elininating the adverse

effects of hindering organisational arrangements.

Action research is not simply concerned with the transformation of

our ovrn immediate situation, but also with viewing education within

the South African social, economic and political structure in which

it is found. In this waY, action is not simply focused on the

classroom/school, but on the wider social system in which we live.

Situations themselves can be transformed by changing the practices

that constitute them and the understandings that make them

meaningful. As Lazarus (L988:17) puts it,

This process focuses on enabling people to develop a sense
of control over their own lives, (the development of
personal power) and to develop strategies for gaining
lccess to particular resources in society, thereby gaining
realistic control over situations that affect their lives
(potitical power).

This is particularly pertinent in the South African context as it

will involve transforming oneself and the social relations in the

school, and mobilizing links with the broader conmunity, rather than

simply reproducing existing relations. As Wa1ker (1988:1,50) states,

action research rrwill be highly politicaltt. She argues that this

also necessitates raising questions regarding the interests that are

served in our teaching and research:

I would support Stephen Kemmis (1986) in his assertion
that action research and critical reflection on the part
of oppressed teachers is not only about changing their
teactiing practice but also about the progressive
transformation of schools by linking teachers within
schools to broader oppositional forces. (Walker 1988:151)

/r

/)
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This is a particularly pertinent issue as it is rare to find teachers

who are both innovative and progressive in their teaching practice

and also actively involved in community structures and struggles

outside the classroom. Even though political action wilI transforn

education, Itaction research may well be the means for those of us !

involved in education to develop a coherent social and political

perspective adequate to the tasktt. (Kernnis 1986:52)

The transformative feature of action research is most often not

innediatety realisable, but should be viewed as enabling one to begin

to live out the future in the present. Therefore the action research

process can be adopted as part of a democratic, challenging process

in the present to realise a future and different education structure

in South Africa.

The routcomet of the action research process may suggest the need for

further problem clarification and for subseguent modification and

development of action hypotheses. This means that in the action

research process, evidence can be given regarding why a practice lras

viewed as unsatisfactory, how it vras changed, and what the

researchersr and the participantst observations were regarding the

process and the change. These need to be documented as faithfully

as possible, whether through audio, visual and/or written means to

explain the process and present evidence to back up claims of change.

McNiff (1988:5) notes that ItAction research resolves to give reasoned

justification to claims to professional knowledge.rt Criteria for

movement or change need to be jointly decided. The action research

process is systematic, and although it allows for unpredictability

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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and is not prescriptive, it is not ad hoc and random.

researchers to be very aware of process and to be

directional in their activities.

It reguires

focused and

The approach is also not static, for observable problems are often

symptoms of deeper, underlying problems. If, for example, a

particular group domination is the perceived problem, it may emerge

that that is simply indicative of a deeper problem about class,

gender, economic issues, etc. And so other problems may be explored

as and when they arise without losing sight of the main focus of the

enguiry. We may also enter an enguiry at any point with other

questions of concern. McNiff (1988 243-45) believes that

Action research should offer the capacity to deal with a
number of problems at the same time by allowing the
spirals to develop spin-off spirals, just as in reality
one problem wiII Ue iymptomatic of many other underlying
problems Generative action research enables a
Leacher-researcher to address many different problems at
one time without losing sight of the main issue.

These different rphasesr are held in dialectical tension, each

informing the other through a process of planned change, monitoring,

reftection and nodification. In other words, the phases do not stand

as separate, rigid entities, but exist in their relationship with

each other.

It is iurportant to have a realistic sense of the RISKS involved in

the action research processr so that we can be sufficiently

sensitized to try to prevent these possible deviations. What is

more, these rriskst are also necessary, for action research is not

an tabsoluter, rpuristr approach that is appropriate at all times and

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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in all places. The rproblem areast of action research can become a

constant critique and reminder to revise and reflect on action

research itself, so that it does not become an end in itself.

For instance, it would be possible for me to follow the action

research rstepst slavishly, but by so doing, lose adaptability and

sensitivity within the particular situation at hand. If I become

prescriptive and inflexible regarding the following of particular

steps and cycles, it is possible that I would limit my perceptions

and thus the opportunities that might arise in a given situation.

The action research process might guide and focus the

teacher/researcher, but the latter needs to be consciously aware of

the dangers of allowing it to become a rigid framework that limits

or inhibits liberating action. The focus needs to stay with the

enquirer rather than with the methodology, especiatly as the focus

on rmethodt could also inhibit the role the collaborating grouP, the

context and critical theory might play in directing the course of

action. (McNiff 1988: 8)

It is also possible to focus on obsenration and description with

technical explanations and actions, thereby focusing on school

improvement rather than on an emancipatory mode of educatign. This

is particularly irnportant to note, as the action research process can

be used to maintain and improve the existing status quo. I might,

for example, observe that my students are not sufficiently involved

in the day-to-day life in the classroom. My explanation for their

lack of involvement may be that they are given insufficient material,

to work on. My action nay involve the increased use of worksheets.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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This type of process would be very different from a process that

engaged with students to ascertain whether they felt involved, or in

which another colleague assisted with her perceptions regarding the

leve1 of involvement in the class. If we were to look together at

possibilities for enhancing involvement and were to assess jointly

whether the action had actually constituted increased involvement,

a much richer situation would arise.

The danger always exists, then, that the original aspiration of a new

paradigrm/action research project could be dissipated and its original

meaning surreptitiously reinterpreted so as to accommodate continuity

with the previous approach/style. Similar1y, the original vision

could be reduced from an alternative view of the nature of rresearchr

to a mere set of ideas and methods nhich coutd be accommodated within

the broad reguirements of the very paradigi'm it had originally

promised to eliminate and replace.

The rriskst of action research should serve as a continual challenge

to the approach itself. The teacher/researcherts contribution lies

in promoting a particular dynamic, and in putting at the disposal of

the groups the rtechnicalr instruments that allow them to have an

increasingly more focused and precise conprehension of their social

and historical situation in order to begin to transform it.

Action research situates educational activities within concrete

practice and a conceptual framework that allows the 'unveilingt of

the learnersr world and its causal structure. This is done

cotlectively, with the objective of generating participation and

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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organisation for transformation on the micro and macro level of

education and society.

It is with this understanding of action research in rnind, that I will

now outline my first action research project.

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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CHAPTER TWO

FIRST ACTION RESEAITCH PROJECT: INDIGENOUS RESOURCES

When I comrnenced ny first action research project, I had not

seriously examined my understanding of critical thinking or the

theoretical framework of my intuitive sense of the need for

inter-active teaching as part of that process. rCritical thinkingt

is used freguently in progressive education circles, but not usually

decoded in terms of what it means in the educational context.

My understanding at that point was governed by the loose, generalized

understanding of the term which particularly impties resistance in

terms of content and method. However, my first project did not view

that as a particularly pertinent issue, dS it was almost a lgivenr.

Supposedly everyone who is a progressive teacher must know and

understand what we mean by rcritical thinkingr ! I proceeded with

this project by focusing on the issue of nost immediate concern to

my teaching, namely the absence or paucity of resources that were

contextualized in or related to the South African context, and the

development of indigenous resources as a way of shifting

consciousness to a more critical, exploratory mode.

I chose to work with a Std. g Geography class of twenty eight

students, partly because there is less tirne pressure than with a Std-

l-O class, because I knew the students better than the Std' I

students, and also because we were starting Economic Geography' My

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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own personal strengths and interests lie in the Humanities rather

than in the Physical Geography section.

It would be helpful at this point to outline something of the ethos

of the school within which this class is found, and the

characteristics of the students. The ethos of this boyst school is

Catholic, fairly conservative and located in Athlone, a so-called
rcolouredr area. My knowledge of the school, its students and

parents has been developed over a long period of some fourteen years

as a teacher there

while many of the students had come to a basic political awareness

through growing up in a township which had faced unrest in the

1980rs, their political understandings remained at an intuitive,

rather than an analytical level. They also do not necessarily relate

the broader political level to their own 1ives. The school generally

has not encouraged them to analyze events. While they understood and

experienced the implications of rapartheidt, very few had any sense

of class structures or the machinations of government economic

policies. Although the rnajority of parents work in the industrial

and serrrice sectors, the students had not generally placed their

activities and experiences in the context of the wider economy.

Their sense of inter-dependence and of the relation of the individual

to the whole was Iimited. There was also little understanding of the

school as a reflection of the wider society.

Students also did not seem to understand the part they could play in

their otn education, seeing themselves merely as passive receivers
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in the classroom situation. (My perceptions sharpened

discussions with Ruth Versfeld, a colleague. )

IN

I chose the issue and understanding of rpowerr as the theme to

introduce Economic Geography. I did this in order to provide a

concept around which to examine and organise the relationships and

dynamism involved in all aspects of Economic Geography, so that

students would not study farming, industry, etc., ds isolated

structures, but would become more conscious of the economic forces

that shape those activities and their inter-relationship with each

other. That is, I wanted them to view economic activities in a

particutar light, according to their rpower-baser.

I also needed to structure a variety of sources to be used to

evaluate and reflect upon the project. I spoke to my students about

the project and asked thern whether they would be willing to complete

a daily journal, recording their resPonses to each lesson. Sue

Davidoff, presently working in an action research project, agreed to

work with me and I saw her role as an additional pair of reyesr and

rearst in the process. The students also agreed to be interviewed

at the end of the session and I repeated the introductory exercises

at the end of the project to assess whether there were any changes

in studentst responses. This was both an attempt at using a broad

spectrum to evaluate the project and to democratise the research.

I have used guotations from the studentsr journals in this text to

try to illuminate various aspects of this project-
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Process

Initially, I made the students do an exercise to evaluate their

overall understanding of economic issues. This was repeated at the

conclusion of the Economic Geography section to assist me in

evaluating any shifts that may have occurred in studentsr

understanding of economic forces.

Students were asked to write down any question that occurred to them

after examining two different photographs: a worker in a field of

sugar-cane and a factory in SaIt River, Cape Town.

Sugar-cane nhotoqraph: The questions most freguently asked were

related to physical conditions, a.9. rrWhat grohls there?rri 'rWhat time

of year was this picture taken?tr i trHow tong does it take to grow?rr.

There trere few qqestions that related to structural issues, Iiving

conditions, distribution of wealth, ownership, etc., such as rrls he

getting paid; if he is, how much?rti ttDoes the man own the farm?rr.

Factorv in SaIt River: Questions again related to function and p-Iace

e.g. rrWhere and what is the name of the place?"; trWhat is done

here?m. euestions least freguently asked were those related to

conditions and guality of life, working conditions, the nature of the

product that eras manufactured and the rationale for that product,

e.g. rrls it run by machinery?"i trDo the people working in the

factory earn enough?rr; rrwhat is its economic value?rr.
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My observation and sense of the overall picture that emerged was one

of the students' viewing their world in terms of apparent conditions,

particularly focusing on physical causes and conseqluences. There is

little evidence in terms of the nature and the frequency of responses

made that students understood and/or even perceived some of the

economic forces implicit in any given situation.

I required a second exercise of the students. This involved their

writing down their responses to the guestion, 'WhY are people

hungry? t . Students $rere not given options and came up with their own

original responses. Students first worked alone, then in pairs, and

lastly in groups, to rank responses according to priority.

It was significant that physical factors, such as overpopulation,

unemployment, Iack of agricultural technology, drought, famine and

food shortages, occurred in the top rankings. Issues that had been

repeated by many students and were most conmon, Irlere: weather

conditions, droughts, floods, not enough money, no jobs. The overall

thrust and picture lras one that identified food imbalances as

relating to physical conditions, and not to broader structural

economic conditions.

Students then filled in a worksheet focusing on power in the school,

work and social situation. I hoped that this evaluation of existing

attitudes toward power would also help me to assess whether at the

end of this section on the rlntroduction to Economic Geographyr there

had been changes in studentsr understanding of the dynamics of power.
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Their overall understanding of power was to be 'in controlr over

others. They perceived power arrangements as linear, and there was

a sense of satisfaction with existing control/ pouer patterns. The

thrust of their understanding of power was that education is seen as

a fairly key factor in the rpower-ladderr. It would be expected that

without education, onets position in society would have a power in

which one could not participate, exerted upon it. The students

revealed no particular awareness of the relationship between

economics and power.

I then introduced them to Economic Geography with a simulation game,

rStar-powert. The game is structured to give students a personal

experience of the dynamics operating in our society and to raise

guestions about the various elements of power and economics. I hoped

this kind of experience would give them a basis to begin to move to

a deeper understanding regarding elements involved in Economic

Geography. The basic structure of the game gives one group more

wealth than others, but this is initially not known. Students trade

with one another in order to try to generate the highest score

(wealth). After two trading sessions the wealthiest group is allowed

to make the rules. The rpowerr group produced an extremely

dictatorial structure with rules that protected and increased their

interests and position. The 'middle-incomet group would not trade

with this group. Another set of rules was made to counteract this:
rif students didnrt want to p1ay, they must leave the roomr. About

Ll of the 28 students voluntarily walked out of the room. Outside

the room, discussion ensued about whether they should pool their

wealth and give it to one person, trade amongst themselves within the
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old rules or rbeat upr the ruling group. Time didnrt permit any of

these options to be followed through!

Students were very involved in the actual activity. AII of theut

participated with varying emotions and their journals recorded nuch

enjoyrment as weII as frustration:

ItVery inspiring and interesting;

world out thereirr

it made me think about the

rrl rea1ly enjoyed todayrs lesson because we vrere active. We

could speak, move around as much as we liked. At the end of the

Iesson, I felt a little frustrated because the squares group

made rules that were totally unfair.I'

There was Iittle sense of achievement when the ruling group declared

themselves the winners. By this time no one was particularly

interested in the .lrinnerr. This in itself deftated the ruling

groupts sense of power and was one of the critical features noted in

a later reflective lesson.

I felt that the activity had served as a context within which to

begin to explore the various aspects and dynamics of power. This

occurred partly because of the activity and personal involvement of

students and partly because it became something tangible to relate

to - ItThe game gave us a sense of realitytt. fnterestingly, although

I had intended focusing on indigenous resources, the game vlas not

created in South Africa and has fairly universal implications. It
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created a space for them to become involved because it helped them

relate to their ovrn reality and world, even though it was not

originated or located in a particular South African context. This

issue will be reflected upon in more depth in the last chapter.

After this activity, I gave a set of questions to groups of three

students (composed of someone from each of the wealthy, middle-income

and poor group in the rstar-povrerr game) - in order to runravelr the

game. An example of one of the guestions was, rWho do you think the

circles, sqfuares and triangles represent in the school, work and

social environments?t Animated discussions, with much gesticulating,

arguing, high pitched voices and excitement, ensued. Quotes from

studentsr journals:

rrPeople were very participative and responsiverr i

rrlnteresting discussion, especially regarding the distribution

of power in a hierarchy of a political structure. I think the

way the game was integrated with reality was really very good

and interesting too, it is amazing how much you can get from

a seemingly simple game.rl

The nature of the groups served to promote interchange between

studentsi each group vras composed of aII three groups, so aII

viewpoints were represented. Because of the experience, students

were beginning to see povrer in nelr ways and also beginning to relate

the game to the broader context. As one student put it,
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rrWe had an interesting discussion about management and unskilled

labour, unions, strikes etc. - who has more power? Power has

different aspects e.g. political, economic, education-wise.rr

This led to a plenary session on the game, Iooking at key issues that

had been raised in small discussions: rabuse of powerr; rpeople

with most money usually have most powert; rrace is tied up with

money -ttwhitesrt are rich and have power rrblacksrr have lack of

opportunityt; rthe apartheid system causes the maintenance of

existing powerr. The students also looked at the possibility of

oners own inner power and that collective organising and grouping

together could enhance power. An argument developed between a

minority feeling that we are responsible for our own lack of power

and can work toward irnproving our situation, and a majority feeling

that structural forces create an imbalance of power. Some

interesting interchanges arose as students examined their own

activities and practices and contextualized them in a broader

framework.

The class then moved to examining and understanding what actually

constitutes wealth. This involved examining resources and

differentiating between renewable and non-renewable resources. It was

therefore important that students knew which resources were renewable

and non-renewable, and that they were also introduced to an

understanding of their ecological and political significance in

todayrs world. I lrave groups of three a set of cards naming twenty

different resources. Groups vrere asked to divide the pack into two

groups according to any criteria, after which groups then read out
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their divisions and the class needed to establish the criteria that

had been used. I then read my division; students slowly reached

criteria such as rscarcer/rnon-scarcet and eventually rrenewablet/

rnon-renewabler was solicited. A discussion of the differences

between renewable and non-renewable resources ensued and it was

agreed that the terms related to that which was/was not

replenishable.

Initially, groups focused on sorting their cards. They tried to find

a way of ordering and naking sense of a range of seemingly unrelated

specifics. Some groups discussed their criteria before starting,

while others set out their cards and moved them to try to find a way

of categorlzing them. As one student said:

rlt was difficult to decide which criteria to take in choosing

groups because each person had their olrn ideasrr.

This task helped act as a focus in introducing renewable and

non-renewable resources. Studentsr understanding of 'things that we

uset, helped them arrive at a definition of resources.

The following day students completed an exercise in categorizLng

resources and itemizing certain conservation /ecoJ-ogy issues and

practices needed to prevent renewable resources becoming

non-renewable. Students also discussed which resources would be

regarded as of a high value and a low value to South Africa, relating

the value of the resources in rstar-powerr. I wanted different

sections of work to interconnect, rather than to stand alone as
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separate issues. This felt particularly inportant in terms of my

wanting to encourage students to think dialectically and not in a

compartmentalized fashion. A comment from a studentrs journal: I'I

can see now that what we have done is being tied up and it nakes it

clear what exactly vre are doing.rt

The students began tentatively to move some of the renewable

resources to the non-renewable resources column. The more they moved

the renewable resources and examined the reasons that they could

become non-renewable, the more they evidenced curiosity and some

shock at realising that all the renewable resources could actually

become depleted. By problematizing these concepts, students tere

exposed to the problems of applying theories to specifics.

I felt that the actual movement of cards promoted a sense of thought

and enlightenment in the understanding of the delicate and unstatic

balance of resources in the face of present exploitation. Some

comrnents from studentsr journals: ttVery enjoyable; made me realise

that there is a delicate balance between renewable and non-renewable

resources and that it should not be exploitedtt; ttThe importance that

we cannot do things indiscriminately because it can affect the future

of the human racerr.

To conclude this introductory section, students again filled in the

same worksheets on por{er that they had cornpleted at the beginning of

this section.
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In reviewing these I could see that there had been a shift away from

viewing power as sirnply rthe ability to control things and peoplet,

to seeing it as authority given to someone, that it can be helpful

or abused, and that even with minimum power one can still assert

oneself. As stated by a student, rrEven if one has the least power,

you can still use it to make up your own mind about what you want to

do with itrr.

There was also a much stronger sense of the relationship between

wealth and power and less on education and power. Several resPonses

considered a position of shared power between aII parties. There was

also more dissatisfaction with the set pohrer structures in the

school, work and social contexts and more than half of the responses

did not view these patterns as fixed. The students now felt that to

cause a change in a set hierarchical power structure in any

environment would involve co-operation or unity on the part of the

oppressed, rather than formal education. Some of the studentsl

thoughts: ttlf people dontt obey the people in power, the person in

power has no power at aIIrr i rrPower balances could easily be switched

because the people who are in power try to suPpress others, so if the

oppressed should stand together they could overpower those who are

oppressing themrr.

The overall response on the part of the students was that doing

things, being active and visualising issues helps them to clarify and

concretise concepts. As some of the students stated: rrOnce you are

touched and involved, the seemingly more abstract issues rout therer

become more concrete, because you see the scheme and can relate to
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it more immediatelytt i rrMore involved because style of teaching

demands more involvementrt. When Sue interviewed the students they

told her that their liking for the subject also helped them learn.

Their ilikingr is related to whether things rtoucht them so that they

can get involved.

In evaluating this project it is necessary again to examine to what

extent it has achieved its objective of moving toward a change in

consciousness regarding power, bY means of the use of congruent,

indigenous materials. It would seem, accordJ.ng to the studentsr

worksheets on power at the beginning and the end of the session, that

there had been some changes in their thinking. They were thinking

mostly about new dimensions of power and questioning existing power

structures, and they vrere much more conscious of a wealth/resource

power relationship than previously. However, I was tentative in

assessing the extent of this shift in consciousness as it has not

been tested by experience or over time.

The guestion that arose for me was whether indigenous resources

should assume such a central focus in a liberatory education project.

In this project, a worksheet was drawn up from photographs that were

Iocal and South African based and some of the resources were.related

to South Africa. However, rstar-Powerr, although it had not

originated in this country, had provided students with an experience

that coutd be related to and grounded in their experience here. My

sense was that there needs to be a flexibility in not rlatchingr onto

indigenous resources for their oern sake, but creating and using them

as one method of locating and contextualising a variety of
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relationships. It seems to be more a question of accessibility to

the students' world and/or relating things to the South African

context. This would mean that my understanding of resources would

need to broaden and I would need to examine more facets that could

promote student involvement, curricula accessibility and

problematizing the course work. In short, ttto make the familiar

strange and the strange familiartr. (Giroux & Simon 1,989 2223 ) It

seemed that it was not only indigenous resources that develop

involvement.

The project had raised some tentative nes, areas for nyself as a

teacher. It made me far more self-reflective about my teaching,

which renewed my sense of answerability to the students. I have also

found that rproblematizingt is an important element in group work.

It feels as though it should be an important element to include in

resources to enhance the accessibility of issues. This would mean

that facts, issues and events would be presented problematically to

students, rather than as rgivent. For examPle, when dealing with the

rationale of conservation of resources, it would seem probable that

students would be more involved if the following type of scenario was

given, rather than a mere elaboration of the need for conservation:

rChoose a casino or a reserve for a particular land area and support

your choicer. The rtaskt or rproblemt created in each group

situation in the first project seemed to enhance studentsr individual

participation and interest.

Although there are problems in

perceptions and level of thinking,

assessing changes in studentsr

I found the practice of trying to
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capture studentsr thinking about the topic before startj.ng a section,

and then re-doing that exercise at the end of the topic, particularly

helpful in establishing whether there had been any additional

thought, critique or dinension to existing attitudes and knowledge.

At the end of the first project I became more aware of the need to

think more thoroughly about what it was that I actually meant by

rshifting consciousnessr, radditional critigue and understandingr and

.critical thinking'. If I wanted my education enterprise to be

characterised by the above features, it seemed necessary to examine

more closely the actual character and meaning of those terms. Before

continuing a second action research project, I needed to think and

read more about what it was that I actually wanted to do in teaching.

Related to this, is my rnethod of inter-active teaching which I have

always adopted as a kind of 'givenr to promote democratizing the

classroom. The following chapter is a record of further reading and

thinking about both critical thinking and the rationale for

interactive teaching and how they relate.
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CHAPTER THREE

UT.ICOVTNITC THE CODES: REFLECTION ON CRITICAL THINKING AND AN

ACTIVITY-BASED APPROACH TO TEACHING AND LEARNING

3.1 on critical thinlcing

It seems that critical thinking is a complex, contested and probably

only vaguely understood concept. In spite of this, critical thinking

is generally regarded as rthe thing to dot in progressive education

circles in South efri.ca. Critical thinking tends not to be examined

in depth, but often merely indicates a reaction against or a

rejection of the existing status Q[uo...r As Morrow (L989:]-56) states,
-/''.counter-suggestibility, simply rejects without understanding what

it is that is being rejected: in order to adopt a claim of moving

toward critical thinking in the classroom, understanding is

necessary. we cannot critique anything without understanding its

basic core and framework and critical thinking egually enhances

understanding.

Morrow (ibid. ) argues in this regard that

Critical thinking nust itself be intelligibte and it must
embody an underJtanding of its object. In a way this
double reguirement is what lies at the root of puzzles
about critical thinking.

This is particularly important as certain values, systems and

ideologies tend to be universalized and upheld in progressive

education circles, such as support for socialism rather than

capitalism. Critical thinking would demand a thorough understanding

D
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of capitalism and socialism in order to begin to critique both

systems. Critical thinking would not necessarily mean a veering away

from that which does not conform to oners notion of the ridealr, but

provides a challenge to begin to probe sonething in order to

understand it.

Such an understanding of critical thinking does not inply
.objectivity', or the relativity or eclecticisn of treating aII

viewpoints as equally va1id. The danger, however, within critical

thinking is that it often. appears to encourage a genuine search for

the truth whereas, in fact, a particular point of view is already

embedded within such thinking. In other words, a framework for the

appearance of critical thinking exists, but thinking is steered and

structured toward a particular dogrna or objective. This is what

Giroux has termed the rlnternal Consistencyr position where critical

thinking is, in fact, not critical or self-examining:

Traditional views on the nature of critical thinking have
failed to support Nietzschets caII for a critical search
for the truth. This is true, not only because textbooks
and pedagogical approaches in the social studies have
objectified prevailing norms, beliefs, and attitudes, but
alio because of the very way in which critical thinking
has been defined. The most powerful, Yet limited,
definition of critical thinking comes out of the
positivist tradition in the applied sciences and suffers
irom what I call the Internal Consistency position.
According to the adherents of the Internal Consistency
position, .critical thinking refer_s primarily to teaching
students how to analyze ana develop reading and writing
assignments from the perspective of formal, logical
patterns of consistency. fn this case, the student is
taught to examine the logical development of a theme,
radvance organizetsr, systematic argument, the validity of
evidence, and how to determine whether a conclusion flows
from the data under study. While aII of the latter
learning skills are important, their limitations as a
whole lie in what is excluded, and it is with respect to
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hrhat is missing that the ideology of such an approach is
revealed. (Giroux L988:62)

Given this, critical thinking cannot merely be about analysing and

examining the logical development of a systematic argument, the

validity of evidence, or how to determine whether a conclusion flows

from the data being studied. This kind of thinking is frequently in

danger of being used to produce domesticity, reproducing and

perpetuating dominant social, economic and political patterns. When

education is used as a tool of social aspiration/mobility within a

capitalist social structure and disguised as neutral, 'objectivet and

explored from all angles, it cannot be seen as a Process of

liberation. (Versfeld L990zLTl .

This would be akin to Morrow's (1989:L68) idea of 'Doctrinaire
Thinking', where the thinker is isolated from other parts of her

belief system, and is rigid and uncritical of unexamined formulae.

Such a person would follow a particular ideology or rleaderr blindly,

not being able to discern inconsistencies and inadequacies. In such

circumstances one actually does not understand onets ohln position and

therefore cannot take oners own words seriously. No education is

ever neutral. The issue is rather how control is exercised and how

knowledge is developed within individuals and groups. To what degree

this type of approach is possible, and.how to set about achieving it

and to what end, remain urgent guestions.

If critical thinking maintains that knowledge cannot be separated

from human interests, norms and values, then it would involve making

oroblematic that which had previously been treated as rgivenr.
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Facts, issues and events would be presented problematically to

students. By learning how to move outside of oners o$rn frame of

reference and not remain in an rinternally consistent positionr, in

order to look at similar information from a different reference

point, students can begin to guestiqn the legitimacy of a given fact,

issue or concept, thus treating knowledge as problematic and as an

object of enquiry.

Critical thinking would therefore involve placing anything within a

context and svstem of relationships that give it meaning, and so

involve thinking dialecticallv rather than in an isolated and

compartmentalised fashion. Shor (L98O:L14-Ll-5) elaborates this

point:

The interdisciplinary approach, in a liberatory framework,
is the most potent means to free consciousness from the
Iimits of the particular.

However, problems nay be explored within fixed realities, solutions

and courses of action only being perceived within that given

framework.

Different groups rdy, for example, b€ exploring the issue of

pollution in an area. They may all come to the conclusion that

chemicals are the problem, but each may decide on different solutions

or courses of action according to their world view. one perceived

solution may be that chemical output should be reduced, another that

filters should be installed to control chemicals and a third night

Iook at the structure of that society regarding its priorities,
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Iegislation, etc. Each group has adopted the problem-posing

approach, none has been told directly what to do and each has decided

upon a different course of action. None of these, however,

necessarily challenges the status quo, although participants in each

group may weII feel that they have contributed to the solution as

they have faced the problem together rather than being presented with

a given course of action. (Versfeld 1990:24) Freire would argue that

conscientization only occurred in the third of these groups as the

others sought to reform rather than to transform reality. (Freire

L985:85)

There would probably be Iittle dispute over the notion that education

should be contextualized and relevant to the needs of the learner so

that with understanding, greater control and self-direction occurs

in learnerst lives. However, tensions arise between self-directed

Iearning and teacher influence, and between individual and group

action. While educators may be radical to the extent that the

content of their teaching is anti-establishment, they may have more

difficulty in changing their teaching style. Freire (L972:65-69)

maintains that

in their desire to obtain the support of the people
for revolutionary action, revolutionary ]eaders often fall
for the banking line of ptanning a program content from
the top down.

Freire (L9732L25) therefore views the role of the educator as

not to rrf illrr the educatee with ttknowledg€tt, technical
or otherwise. It is rather to attempt to move towards a
new way of thinking in both educator and educatee, through
dialogical relationships between both.
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Shor (t98O:1L3) supports this view in stating that 'rliberatory
teachers are not doing things for the students or to the students,

but rather are launching a process with them. tt Giroux suggests that,

for the purposes of the argument, the educational left can be divided

into two categories - those who focus on content and those who focus

on process, or strategy:

Content-focused radicals have not yet moved beyond their
static notion of knowledge as a set of radical ideas to be
transmitted to students. Yet, if the notion of student
as subject is not to be denied, what is needed is a
definition of knowledge which recognizes it is not only as
a body of conceptual thought, but also as a process which
demands radical educational relationships. rr (Giroux
L98l" : 68-69 )

Classroom dynamics thus, according to Giroux, have to reflect the

dernocratic and participatory societv which 'education is seeking to

build.

3.2 critical thinking and critLcal pedagogy

As my reading and reflection continued, I realised not only the

complex and variegated nature of critical thinking, but also that in

order to .arrive atr critical thinking, I would need to refine my

critical pedagogy. The critical process may present the most real

possibility of making critical thinking a rlived eventr, rather than

a theory or semantic argument that is difficult to tPin downr. In

fact, the contradiction would seem that as Soon as I name and

establish the exact nature of critical thinking, it is then that I

change from being a critical thinker to an adherent of a particular

set of objectives. But it seems that these thoughts about critical
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thinking can offer some guidelines and parameters around which to

plan a critical pedagogy. I would understand critical pedago{y to

mean that I am not assuming that I have the ideologically rcorrectr

paradigm and sinply need to find the most appropriate method to

impart that thinking. (Freire & Giroux 1989:2) As Freire and Giroux

(ibid.:3) state,

The basis for a critical pedagogy cannot be developed
merely around the inclusion of particular forms of
knowledge that have been suppressed or ignored by the
dominani culture, nor can it centre only on providing
schools with more empowering interpretations of the social
and material world.

A critical pedagogy is also not restricted to a method or technigue

that is congruent with ny ideological position for instance,

non-sexist, non-racist and participatory. Its major focus and

intentionality is, rather, continually to interrogate rrhow knowledge

is produced, mediated, refused, and re-presented within relations of

power both in and outside of schoolingtt. (ibid.:Z) As Giroux and

Simon (L989 2222) so aptly comment, it involves trcreating experiences

that wiII orqanise and disorganise a variety of understandings of our

natural and social worldtr. (my emphasis) This involves creating the

kind of space and guality of conditions that will aIlow this

awareness to occur so that students can begin to weave meanings and

significant patterns in their lives.

Although I have generally characterized my classroom practice as

focused on an activity-based approach, I had not thought about the

motives or the various elements that would be important to include

and be sensitized to in designing and participating in such a
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process. My governing principle was to democratize the classroom,

in the belief that learning rras more effective and absorbing if it

was participatory. Shor (L980:109) etaborates this view:

Collective work is a bonding experience for people who
live with a low level of solidarity. A cooperative
style of work in the liberatory class locates
decision-making among students who have reacted to orders
all their lives A class project which cannot get done
without student cooperation structures a high level of
mutual responsibility into the pedagogy.

Therefore, with these thoughts about critical thinking and arriving

at the need for a critical approach, I will highlight aspects to be

included in an activity-based approach that nay facilitate a critical

pedagogy. That is, it is rrsimultaneously about the practices

students and teachers might engage in together and the cultural

politics such practices supportrr. (Giroux & Simon 198922221

Critical pedagogy and activity-based teaching and learning3.3

Activity-based learning would involve a focus on student

participation, decision-making and evaluation of the education

pro€ess. Education becomes, then, not only a preparation, but itself

a social process toward Iiberation and the creation of a

post-Iiberation society. Freire, instead of focusing on rfinal

truthsr, writes of rthe process of knowingr and of the transitory

nature of knowledge. Knowledge cannot exist as an independent

entity nor can an individual think in isolation. It is not the rI

thinkt that constitutes the rrrre thinkt, but rather the rvre thinkt

that makes it possible for me to think. (Freire 1985:99-L0O)

Knowledge is thus a process of thinking together and continuing to
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independently of the Iearners and

with the breakdown of rigid, hierarchical roles and rules,

activity-based learning provides students and teachers an opportunity

to explore democratic relationships. Students will be able to assume

leadership roles that were formerly reserved for the teacher, with

the implication that this approach influences not only course

content, but also nethodology and structure. Students are therefore

experiencinq, rather than simply learning about, the dynamics of

participatory democracy. If the importance of the socio-political

location of knowledge is to be learnt, the method would need to be

congruent with the purpose. The rnethodology can eguip students with

the tools to allow them to look beyond their own immediate microcosm

to an understanding of the economic, social and political foundations

and forces of the larger society. This would be particularly

pertinent in South Africa because of segregat€d schooling and the

narrow confines of the immediate microcosm. Coupled with this is the

possibility of illuminating and understanding the macrocosm within

the context of the 'knownt of the microcosm. This method is also

viewed as part of the process for participation in society. Fromm

(1968 zL73) discusses this process as follows:

As Marx once wrote, one must not only interpret the world,
but one must change it. Indeed, interpretation without
intention of change is enpty; change without
interpretation is bIind. Interpretation and change,
theory and practice, are not two separate factors which
can be combined; they are interrelated in such a way that
knowledge becomes feititisea by practice and practice is
guided by knowledge; theory and practice both change
their nature once they cease to be separate.
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An activity-based approach therefore provides a way of demystifying

the traditional role of the teacher as the only leader in the group,

and most importantly, of creating a situation and context in which

students actually experience social responsibility, decision-making,

and group dynamics and processes.

In providing these experiences, students can also begin to

acknowledge and value their own experiences and knowledge, and to

respect the possibilities of Iearning from each other:

only by diffusing authority along horizontal lines will
students be able to share and appreciate the importance of
Iearning collectively. (Giroux L988:39)

Dialogue would be crucial to this process, for it has the possibility

of emphasizing co-operation rather than competition and

individualism. In a keynote address to the National Education Co-

ordinating Committee conference of December L989 Eric Molobi

indicated that Peoplets Education

seeks to address the created divisions between
knowledge and reality, between the school/university and
the workplace (airning at) ...diminishing the chasm
that exists between intellectuals that recreate and codify
knowledge and the working people who implement that
knowledge through production. (Molobi L98927)

Critical thinking cannot operate in isolation, but needs to be

embedded in a web of classroom social relationships where studentsl

linguistic and cultural capital is affirmed and brought into the

classroom, for studentsr beliefs, values, and knowledge need to be

affirrned as an important factor in the learning process. The
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curriculum content and pedagogical practices will need to reflect and

also to move beyond the life experiences of the students. This

allows students an active voice in their learning experiences, but

also in developing a critical vernacular that is attentive to

problems experienced daily, particularly those which relate to

pedagogical experiences connected to classroom practice.

ft is important that students play a significant role in the

evaluation process of their learning, and it can be argued that:

If classroom social relationships are to be compatible
with a pedagogy designed to further critical thinking,
students must be given the responsibility to evaluate and
correct their own mistakes. Using this approach,
unsatisfactory performance is treated as a vehicle to
promote a learning experience, one which can be shared by
other students. (Giroux L988272)

As Shor (L980zLL2) states,'rThe ideal is for evaluation to be a

Iearning activity consistent with the processrr. An activity-based

approach can mean an approach beginning to be consistent with the

long-run goals of a unified, democratic, economically just, non-

racial and non-sexist society.

A critical pedagogy goes beyond rnaking experience relevant to
students by interrogating such experience for its hidden assumptions.

Such an activity also calls for a dialogue and critigue that unmasks

the dominant interests that such knowledge serves fot, as Giroux

(L988272) notes of the U.S.A., t,A large part of our social studies

curricula universalizes dominant norms, values, and perspectives on

social realitytt.
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This aspect of criticat thinking involves understanding the

connection between stated facts and values. It means understanding

how information is selected. arranged and secruenced to construct a

rar'l i trr anrl #a ranracanf r nrrli r.rrl -F rri at.mai n{. , beyond merely

understanding its epistemological framework. This aspect of critical

thinking constitutes, therefore, an attempt to understand how forms

of subjectivity are regulated and transformed through the structured

character of social forms such as language, ideology and history.

Critical thinking involves a critique and theoretical understanding

that will allow participants to begin to unmask the distortions that

constructed the basis for the hegemony of the dominant order and to

explain why the conditions under which this order operates are

frustrating. A critical pedagogy would therefore demand a continual

and critical questioning of the rtaken for grantedr - making the

commonplace strange. It stands in contrast to the rbankingr system

where the teacher gives and the student receives, in order to give

the same material back at an examination without critical reflection.

It brings to the classroom a different set of guestions, experiences

and values.

That is why it is necessary not only to understand the assumptions

embedded in the form and content of knowledge, but also to transform

the processes whereby knowledge is produced and appropriated within

the classroom. Speaking of teachers and students, Freire (L972244)

asserts that

Teachers and students (leadership and people), co-intent
on reality, are both Subjects, not only in the task of
unveiling- tnat reality, Lnd thereby goming to know it
critically, but in the task of re-creating that knowledge.
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As they attain this knowledge of reality through conmon
reflection and action, they discover themselves as
permanent re-creators.

By understanding and relating oners osrn experiences to the wider

context, Freire (L976:3-5) argues that a person moves from being a

passive ob-iect in society to an alert subject and so an agent of

change. As long as people are uncritical objects they, Iike animals,

adapt to the outside world through reflex. They are not thinking

participants. Freire also asserts that useful oi critical education

enables people to participate in the rtransformationr of their

society. Thinking tnat is critical thus helps people to become aware

of immediate realities and the underlying reasons for social

problems. In education this would mean that 'rSchool teaching was to

embrace the problems of everyday social and economic lifetr, and that
rrTheory and practice were to be Iinked'r. (Castles & Wustenberg

lg7gzLZL) Within teaching, thenr dr activity-based approach can

facilitate a critical pedagogy by instilling a critical

consciousness, and it can empower people politically, enabling then

to analyze, interpret and begin to transform their social reality

within the context of re-constructing a post-Apartheid South Africa.

As I reflected on the relationship between critical thinking and a

critical pedagogy, I felt able to locate myself in a far more focused

way within the practice of progressive education. With this kind of

understanding of and rationale for a critical pedagogy and inter-

active teaching, I also felt clearer about the kinds of elements and

characteristics to be included and noted in my next action research

project. In starting the second project, and having reflected on the
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first project, I felt that I needed to explore more fully the

rationale for the new project. I wanted to look more broadly at the

use of resources and the involvement of students in the creation and

evaluation of those resources. f wanted to democratize the whole

concept of resources further in an attempt to create a process that

would be closer to my renewed and more honed understanding of

critical thinking.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SNCOUP ACTTON RESEARCH PROJECT: EXPI,ORTNG AN ACTIVTTY.BASED

APPROACH AS A RESOURCE

{.1 Rationale and planning for the project

My reflections on my first action research project and the additional

reading I did on critical thinking, critical pedagogy and an

activity-based approach, led me to change the emphasis of my second

project. I now wanted to explore more fully ways of enhancing

students' participation and interest so that they could come to a

mode of thinking and consciousness that moved beyond the realm of the

classroom and the school situation.

The rather narrow emphasis, in my first project, on the use of

indigenous resources as a central focus in a liberatory education

project needed to become more flexible to allow for a richer

understanding of the value of these types of resources. There are

many vrays of focusing on this involvement, indigenous materials being

only one way of enhancing accessibility to the student s'world, and

of relating concepts and issues to the South African socio-political

context. What emerged from the first project was the need to explore

more fully rnethods/styles of involving and engacring student s in

their Iearninq and problematizing the course work (as outlined in the

third chapter). The second project would need to focus this

engagenent so that it could eventually contribute toward chanqing

consciousness and bringing about a clearer understanding of the
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intimate connection between the micro-educational context and the

macro-social/political context. The process needed to help to

develop the type of skills, understanding, knowledge and attitudes

necessary to deal democratically and critically with issues at a

macro-Ievel.

Because of my readings on critical thinking, I had a much clearer

sense of what I wanted to do in the classroom to enable the students

to grasp the connection between knowledge and povrer and to understand

how knowledge serves very specific economic, political and social

interests.

Therefore, in beginning the second project it was necessary for me

to be more reflective and thorough about the view of knowledge that

informed the project and to elaborate the view of change that I had

taken as the underlying basis for the project-

There are many understandings of the elements that may help to

precipitate change, but I focused on the view that change is most

Iikely to occur when it is based in an experience that is related to

a reality that is accessible. An appropriate starting point for

considering change, it seems to m€, is to move from the existincl

reality. For students to participate in their society, they must

participate in their learning. I also wanted to involve the students

in reflection and critique of their experience in this project. I

was conscious of the fact that change takes time, and of the

concomitant difficulties of assessing the extent of changes in

consciousness when there has not been an opPortunity for these to be
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tested out by experience or time. The view of knowledge that was

informing the project was that Geography is not something abstract

but something that is contextualized and created in a social,

economic and political context. Deepened understanding can

facilitate critical awareness and vice versa. Once students have

some sense of how structures work, they are less likely to be meekly

accepting of their oppressive machinations. This is particularly

highlighted by the fact that the very concept of Geography is about

inter-relationships between elements such as climate and farming use,

and population distribution and economics. It is particularly not

static, but an experience of knowledge that is open to change. This

action research project therefore needed to aIlow that flexibility,

process and rdiscoveryr to occur.

I also recognised that Geography is profoundly political and must be

acknowledged as such if it is to be clarified rather than rnystified.

Therefore, to politicize and problematize an issue is to define it

as appropriate for student and eventually public decision-making,

whether it be Ecology, Settlement, Economic Geography, etc. This

focuses on developing an awareness of and an interest in the

controversv inhe t i n rknowl edoe I As Stenhouse (L975294)

explains, ItThe pedagogical aim is to develop an understanding of

social situations and human acts and of the controversial value

issues which they raisetr. This means |tthat knowledge must be

speculative and thus indeterrninate as to student outcomes if it is

to be worthwhile". (ibid:93)
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fn order to extend and further explore resources and the

accessibility of material and experience within the classroom

context, f examined the feasibility of students creating resources

(as distinct from my doing so), using them and then feflecting on

their value. My understanding of the word rresourcer had also

broadened to include anything that might be used actively in the

Iearning experience, thus moving beyond thinking of resources only

as materials, but also thinking of people, situations and strategies,

as resources. By focusing on a different perspective and direction

in interactive teaching, I hoped to develop some hunches about the

kinds of dynamics and elements that would be maximising aII

resources, in order to move toward a more oppositional, enancipatory

education process. Although these would not be universal to aII

situations and times, some elements might weII emerg1e that could be

illuminating or illustrative for people in other settings.

Sue Davidoff and I discussed more fully than we had done in the

previous project what exactly her role in the project would be. For

the purposes of this project I called her a 'triangulatort. By this

I mean that I fett the need to have an additional pair of reyesr,

iearsr and a general sensitivity to the process in the classroom:

I wanted her to provide an additional perspective on what hle were

doing. Both of us sat with groups while they were working and we

spoke to small groups at the end of the project about their

experiences. A colleaguer Megan Riley, played the same role for two

out of the five lessons.
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I planned the lessons between L5 August and 2L August L989. The

focus was looking at those factors that affect industrial location.

I particularly wanted students to move beyond simply rknowingr the

factors that could affect the location of an industry, toward an

awareness of the possible conflicts within some of those factors.

For example, depending on whose perspective/position is paramount,

whether it be ecology issues, class issues or wages, differing needs

and options would be considered. I hoped that students could begin

to think both inductively, from their experience to the wider social

context, and deductively, from the macro-situation to their
particular task, so that they could relate their discoveries to their

broader perceptions and their generalised ideas to personalised

experiences. I saw this ability to move between the macro situation

and the micro situation in the classroom as a key to understanding.

I spoke to the same std. 9 class about participating in the project.

We discussed it and together we came up with more direct guestions

to respond to in their daily journals:

L

2.

3.

What was my overall feeling about the lesson?

Did I participate fully? Why did I participate? If I did not

participate, why?

Did it help me to come to grips with the factors that affect an

industrial location by working on the hand-out by nyself?
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4.2 outline and sequene€ of the proiect

The following is a brief chronological outline of the project to

facilitate an understanding of the flow of the process.

Day 13 15 August 1989

Students worked in groups of three and chose the people with whom

they would work. Each group chose a particular type of factory and

drew a map with whatever variables they wanted to include. They

needed to mark FM possible locations on the map and mark them A -

E, but choose and record the site that they thought most suitable and

give their reasons for their choice.

Day 2s 16 August

Students worked at home on their own sketch nap showing their factory

location at home and brought it to the lesson. The lesson was spent

discussing the various maps and the issues that arose, and then

collating their individual efforts and creating one map that would

represent the view of the group. The groups remained the same

throughout this cycle.

Day 3z L7 August

The groups exchanged their maps depicting FM possible sites for

their factory. Each group now examined the map and had to discuss
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the feasibility of each of the sites and choose the site they thought

most appropriate, stating their reasons-

Day {. 20 August

The groups' original maps were then returned with a written statement

by another group. Each group norr evaluated the response to their

map.

Day 51 21 August

fn the final lesson, groups reviewed the most suitable site

they had chosen for their factory and listed all the problems

regarding its location.

4.3 The process

Day 1

Most of this lesson was spent deciding what type of factory they

would choose and what elements and issues they would begin to

consider in siting their factory. They did not actually tackle the

task of drawing a map in this lesson. Megan, Sue and I discussed the

Iesson afterwards. I find it interesting that both Megan and Suers

perceptions were different from nine. I felt that the students were

fairly interested and tackled the task set, but without any

particular fervour. Both Sue and Megan felt that the studentsl

participation was immediate in that discussion began without delay
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or that students went to sources to consult about particular needs

for certain factory-types. Sue and Megan also felt the small size

of the group helped to promote a contribution from each student as

it is more difficult to remain ranonymousr in a group of three

compared to, sdy, a group of 5/6 members. This emphasized the value

of having Someone play a triangulator role, dS oners day-to-day

involvement with a class sometimes does not allow a rfreshnessr to

perceive proceedings, or because one has a particular perception

about the character of rinvolvementt in a lesson that needs to be

challenged by other views. Not that there is any one rcorrectr

perspective, but as Mathison (1988:L5) states, rrthe value of

triangulation lies in providing evidence whether convergent,

inconsistentr or contradictory such that the researcher can

construct good explanations of the social phenomena from which they

ariserr.

During this discussion, it emerged that it might be useful for

individual students to think through sorne of the issues themselves

before working out the map as a group. I therefore informed students

to plan their own sketch map with varying locations on it as a point

of discussion for the following lesson. They worked on their own

sketch map at home that evening. This was also done to avoid

domination by any one person and/or a tack of thinking about the

issues by each member of the group. In certain groups deeper

underlying issues began to emerge - such as, frorn whose perspective

the siting should be viewed, the right of the workers, whether it

should be profit or people-orientated, and the ecological issues for

present and future generations. The task also gave some room for
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self expression as well as collective expression because, although

there was a task, it was flexible and open-endedr so students could

choose their own factory-type and elements they considered important

regarding its location.

Continual reflection helped to adapt the original plan to lfitr more

closely to the needs and situation in the classroom. I had not

planned that students would work individually on the map at home, but

on hindsight, feel that it was an important reflection and

adaptation, so that more thorough thought had preceded the group

discussion the following day.

I am guoting studentsr comments to the questions in their journals

at some length, ds they highlight some of the elements and process

as experienced by the students. The guotations I have chosen are a

broad representation of varied ideas and responses to the lesson:

ttThe lesson was fun as weII as serious. I participated because

I felt like expressing my feelings.rr

rrl did participate because I think it is important for us not

to lose sight of the injustices in our society. My part in the

discussion was debating for a labour-focused factory, while the

other two members wanted a strict capitalist, profit-orientated

factory just because most factories operate like this. rl

rrl am coming to grips with understanding some of these factors

affecting location. I seem to get into the role of the ovrner
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and can see everything as a means to a profit no matter who

suffers as long as I benefit. Thereafter I realised what

sufferings this would bring about for the ernployees. Frorn this,

I understand more fully the reality of the capitalist systen

operative in our country.It

'rI felt a bit excited because a project was put before me and

I could plan it the sray I wanted to, to a certain degree

(thinking of group members) . rr

rrsort of adventurous, trying to decide where to locate our

factory. rr

ItWas fully involved because I viewed ny point as to where the

f actory should be. rr

ItEach group member had to put a lot of thought into what they

were going to do. rr

rrl found it guite challenging being told to draw a map and say

where you would locate your factory. rl

rrWe could not come to a conclusion about whether our factory

should be profit or people-orientated. We spent the entire

period arguing. tr

'rI do think I participated fully. At first we decided what the

factory would make,' after which we listed various components
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which were needed and then began to do a rough sketch of an

area. I participated because the group had a specific objective

to attain. rr

rrI am coming to grips with these issues because one has not only

to look at what is there, but also what is not, and always to

question the statements given.rr

rI participated because f felt that if one member of the group

does not participate, then the whole group suffers in the end.rr

rrVery interesting, made me think a lot. rl

Several aspects that influenced studentst participation,

understanding and critigue seem worth commenting on. As in the first

project, students again referred to their enjovment enhancing their

participation in the lesson. I feel that there is a connection

between studentsr interest and concerns. I mention it because

.enjoymentt repeatedly emerged in discussion with students, from

their journals and our perception of them in the groups. It clearly

makes a difference when students are enjoying their learning. Shor

(1980zLL't) illuminates this issue with an interesting perspective:

The liberatory class can disrupt the routine of life by
experimenting with comic styles of pedagogy, -bY not
aclepting the liguidation of fun from study, bY
conslructing an integration of thought and feeling.

The experience of simulatincr a position or perspective also allowed

students to acknowledge the links between the micro and macrocosm.
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The issue of altowing students their own initiative, creativity and

responsibility is also one that emerged. It seems important for

students to have the space to think, express their own opinions and

to be answerable to each other. The fact that there was a choice

regarding the type of factory and priorities evoked differing

responses within groups. This resulted in arquments which may or may

not have enhanced studentsr ability to listen to a different

position, but on the basis of their journals and intenriews, it

seemed as though it stirnulated their involvement in the task. The

element of choice seems crucial in attempting to maximise student

participation, so that they can be involved in the issues and can

attempt to think and act with greater depth or differently than

previously. I also feel there were certain rlossest by giving

students total freedom of choice. For instance, if some groups had

worked on the same type of factory, i.e. had not chosen their

fact,ory-type, there would have been the possible benefit of comparing

their responses to the same scenario as a way of critiquing and

extending their own responses. If several groups had worked with a

furniture factory, they would have had a conmon reference point with

which to work. Therefore, when considering invoking rchoicet in a

task, it has to be considered what level or extent of choice would

be most beneficial, both in terms of involvement and ultimate

grasping of the issues. The task was seen by some students as a

challenge, which brought their interests to the fore.
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Day 2

The following day the student,s brought their individual maps and used

them as a basis to draw one collective map representing the group.

It appeared that students tere either talking, drawing or debating

about the appropriateness of certain Iocations and the factors that

affect their situation. As some groups spoke they felt that their

map was inadequate as insufficient depth or criteria had been

considered. The lesson tras very much a working session where the

groups were discussing the issues that arose and what form their

collective map would take.

Students were informed that their completed maps would be given to

another group and that each group would then choose what they

considered the most appropriate site from the five given sites. The

maps would then be returned and they would evaluate their

neighbouring grouprs response and rationale.

The element of settincr up various options for a factory site seemed

to have challenged students to think more extensively about the

issues involved in industrial location. I was a little unclear in

the planning stages as to whether I should have given a particular

factory for the whole class to locate, to give the same factory to

two groups or to give them an open choice. I opted for the open

choice, feeling that their own choice of factory and aII the

concomitant influencing factors would provide a wide and rich

diversity of viewpoints, extending the usual thinking around these

influencing factors. As already stated, I feel certain gains and
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Iosses hrere made by this choice, but several studentsr comments in

their journals reflected the following type of sentiment: rrFound it

interesting because each one had a different map and their own idea

behind it. rr

The element of involving students in the evaluation procedure was an

additional rnotivation to the group. They knew that another group

would eventuatly receive their map and would have to make a choice

of the most appropriate site for the chosen factoiy. They would then

be evaluating their neighbouring groupts response to their map. I

felt that in this situation, it helped that students had first worked

individually on the project, so they would have thought about some

of the issues before discussing or arguing for certain positions.

As one student put it, rrWe had to combine our maps in the group and

lre came up with something better. rl

The small number of members in each group was referred to by many

students as a factor that enhanced their participation. Said one,

rtA group of 3 people works much more eff iciently than a group of 4. rr

Another unexpected element that emerged was studentsr commentary

about arguments and disagreements in the group. I did not plan an

agenda around conflict, but, based on my reading of the studentsl

journals and a class discussion at the end of the project,

disagreement both enhanced participation, and their response to

disagreement/conflict was positive. Some of their comments tere:
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rrI did participate because Raakesh and I were at each other over

what factory we should establish. rr

trThe lesson went of f quite weII. our group was very

argumentative. rr

rrBecause our ideas were so diverse, it highlighted some of the

considerations to be taken into account when siting a factory...

it t s not that easY ! rr

The area of conflict is particularly interesting to me. We are

normally taught to move toward consensus/agreement and to view

conflict and disagreement negatively. It seems to me that there is

potential for enormous learning here in terms of beginning to

understand and use conflict creatively, and also as a possible

ryeastt agent in participatory learning. In this project, students

have intimated the possible value of arguing in their group to

enhance their own participation and interest. It might, however,

serve to entrench their existing attitudes further and prevent real

communication occurring. In spite of this danger, it seems like an

element that is worth pursuing with more depth and focus to determine

its possible effectiveness in interactive education.

Day 3

The groups then exchanged their maps depicting FIVE possible sites

for their factory. Each group now examined the map and had to
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discuss the feasibility of each of the sites and choose the site they

thought most appropriate, stating their reasons.

on the basis of listening to group discussions, reading the studentsl

journals and interviews, the first thing that emerged was the

beginning of a discernment between what students thought important

and not important. It is possible that a choice forced them to think

through a range of options and provided a challenge. Some of their

comments about this were:

rrlt is not as easy as you think but very difficult in that you

have to take into account aII the best possible solutions.rl

ItI looked at the siting more, because I saw different points put

across by other groups. rr

rrf participate because I am beginning to enjoy taking

responsibility. rr

I sensed that working things out for themselves, both individually

and collectively, rather than having them imposed, could have

enhanced and integrated studentst understanding of factors affecting

industrial site locations. For instance, once they had argued,

debated and foreseen the problems and the criteria for their ohln

maps, they appeared to be far more sensitised in choosing a suitable

Iocation for a factory on their neighbouring grouprs map. This

sensitivity was manifest both in the shorter time-span needed for

asking certain questions and raising criteria, and in the way they
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probed further than in their initial discussion. For examPle, they

would now not just consider the accessibility of labour, but also

repercussions of factory location close to residential areas, health

issues, etc.

Because students created the worksheet, it had the potential to

enable students to feel that their contribution was worthwhile and

to provide a sense of control over the content and substance of their

course curricula.

Day {

The groupsr original maps were then returned with a written statement

by another group. Each group now evaluated the response given to

their map. They !{ere asked to consider the following issues in their

evaluation: what they regarded as missing considerations in makj.ng

the choice, atry new points that had been raised that they had not

considered, and anything they would challenge as being incorrect or

insufficient.

Students acknowledged that other groups saw some points that they had

not raised and that there were some problerns with the }ocation that

they had chosen. As one student said '

rrAs for the location of an industrial site, I am beginning to

find out that from a worksheet, you will start off by seeing

easy points, but as you look more deeply into the reasons, you
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seem to come up with more questions than when you started, and

even less answers.rl

Where feasible, it would seem important to allow students to be part

of the evaluation procedure of their own and/or each othersr work.

My sense is that there will be times when students need more

background or skills to be able to maximise their learning from this,

which also seems to fit in with the notion of practice being informed

by rtheoryr as well as theory being informed by practice.

Day 5

Students now reviewed the most suitable site they had chosen for

their factory and listed all the problems regarding its location.

My intention was to try and extend further the issues regarding

industrial settlement, as their chosen sites had focused particularly

on supporting factors, and were not seriously critigued or examined.

Lastly, they needed to write down a guestion that they had asked that

they thought was particularly unigue, and also a question no one in

the class might have thought of asking.

These last two questions rrere particularly designed for students to

attenpt to push their own rbarrierst regarding what would be a

rusualr question to consider and those that are not so obvious or

accessible. The purpose was to get them to think about issues that

we donrt normally consider, e.g. did we only consider dumping in the

rivers or did our thinking extend to the ultimate effect on the
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soil, vegetation, animal balance, etc.?

rrl found it guite different evaluating your own work, but I

enjoyed it. I participated because I wanted to see what lre

could criticize about our factory.rl

rrI found the exercise about critiguing your otn map guite

challenging.tt

rrToday I can say that with nehl guestions arising I rm not as

positive as I was before, because with these ne$, questions, new

and more questions seem to pop up in ny mind.'r

I'We had a little trouble in our group

found it interesting."

disagreement, and r

"We had a tough time dealing with this, but it forced us to look

at issues of race, etc. rr

trlnteresting routside of

into the open. Nobody

these matters. rl

the ordinaryr

ever stops to

thoughts hrere brought

seriously think about

rtl feel it is better to discuss in groups because certain people

partake more in group discussions.rl
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trThis lesson was challenging and fully tested our insight of all

the factors that influence the siting of a factory.rr

rrTook part in discussion; found this easier to understand then

if I was left to deal with this problem alone.rl

The sense I had from this session, based on studentsr and Suers

responses and my own observations, vras that they found it had been

a fairly difficult exercise in that it had forced them to look beyond

the rnormal I factors and it had provoked guestions rather than

anshrers and had provided a challenge to criticise their osrn work.

The critique provided a framework to move beyond their existing

thoughts, it would seem an important element to consider

incorporating as a way of extending and/or critiguing existincr

consciousness.

I am including a list of the questions that emerged from the maps

that students had drawn as Appendix 1.

{.4 Student reflection oD process

At the end of this cycle, I wanted to ascertain the studentsl

responses and reflection on the process. At a subsequent occasion

the class was divided into three groups; Megan, Sue and I each met

separately with one group. We chatted fairly informally and asked

the following guestions:

1 Was it more helpful to draw your ohln map than be given one?
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What did you learn doing it this way and what did you feel

you lost doing it this way?

Comment on the size of the group.

If you lrere given the exercise again, how would you do it

differently (either content or process) ?

Were yesterdayrs guestions difficult for you?

Did you find a teacherrs presence inhibiting in your group?

1

The following responses were recorded from the three different

groups:

Students felt that they would have taken elements such as

transport, which side of a mountain, aim of factory, for granted

and not thought through the issues if they had just been given

to them. The experience of rdoingr had made them more sensitive

to issues and made them seem real. It would have been easier

if they had been given a map, but not as enjoyable. They also

felt they had been encouraged to think independently and

critically. They felt that they had thought of all kinds of

things they probably would not have thought of, thinking beyond

the set criteria for the siting of a factory.

2. The class felt that this approach was more creative and helped

raise issues. None of the groups felt that they had lost

anything by covering the work in this manner, as aII issues and

more had been covered.
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An overall sense that a smaller group of 3/4 members was more

helpful than a larger group as you were forced to take

responsibility and couldnrt lose yourself behind others; some

felt the size would depend on the task and also a small group

could suffer more if one person did not rpull their weightr.

Students felt that they would need to draw their map more

collectively i.e. all contributions needed to be integrated.

AIso, for each location the positive and neqative aspects needed

to be considered.

4

5

6

The guestions had been difficult for the students because,

they stated it, it rrstretched us beyond ourselvesrr'

AS

A teacher in a group can increase studentst feeling of

inadequacy and fear of being 'wrongr; the quieter, less

forthright students represented this view and felt somewhat

inhibited by the presence of a teacher. The more confident

students were not affected by a teacherrs presence.

{.5 concluding exercise at tbe end of the Econonic Geography section

The following procedure rras followed to conclude the Economic

Geography section. The purpose was to examine whether there were any

changes in studentsr responses to the same exercises completed in the

first action research Project.
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Students were again asked guestions relating to a photograph of a

worker in a sugar-cane field and a factory in SaIt River (they had

seen these same photographs at the beginning of the course). This

vras administered on the premise that by getting them to generate

questions, it would reveal their understandings.

Each student then read out any two questions they had asked about

these same photographs at the beginning of the Economic Geography

section. The majority of the questions then had been focused on

physical conditions, e.g. trWhat grows there?rr, I'What time of the year

was the picture taken?tr, trHow long does it take to grow?r'. They then

read out any two guestions they had now asked on these photographs.

There was a much broader range of guestions that related to some

understanding of imbalances in distribution of resources, and an

avrareness of and interest in controversy inherent in rknowledg€t,

e.g. rDoes the man own the farm?tr, ttls there only manual labour?rr,

ttls he paid a living wage?", rrWho benefits from this crop?rr.

I made no comment on the two different sets of guestions, those asked

before and after the course; instead f asked students if they felt

they were similar guestions if sor in what respect, and, if

dissimilar, why. Students aII felt their guestions were fairly

different. Typical of the reasons given were the following:

tf our guestions are nol, more multi-dimensionalrr '

rrWe are going to the root of thingsrr.
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rrWe are seeing the hunan relationship with aII aspects of Iiferr,

ttNothing stands isolated but has ripple effects for many other

things'r.

Even though these different questions may not be an indication of a

far-reaching change of perception, but merely a reftection of the

material covered, I felt that their evaluation, sensitivity and

understanding of noting the change and the kind'of changes in their

guestions were at least encouraging, in itself indicating some rfeelr

for critigue and dePth.

4.6 In conclusion

Fundamentally, this project has highlighted that a way to involve

students is to build on their interests and concerns. The notion of

participatory, issue-based learning was central. It was not

concerned with importing uncontested facts, but rather with setting

up situations and dialogues from which conclusions and guestions

could be drawn. It was also concerned with understanding issues at

the local level and moving to the global, broader implications of the

material under discussion, for instance the ecological and political

significance in our present context.

In evaluating the effectiveness of this project it tas not my

intention to test planning against outcomes, but rather to consider

what actually appears in the classroom as it takes place to help one

understand what happens in the learning environment. Without this
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understanding, it is not possible to adapt and adjust to the needs

of the students, school and community context-

The positive responses and differing guestions at the end of the

section may be a reflection of the material covered, rather than a

far-reaching change of perception. The results may indicate a

change, but one cannot be explicit about the reasons for this change.

Evaluation needs to be humble, accepting that it is one of the many

ways in which people gain fresh insights. The results of an action

research evaluation can never be absolute and should not seek to

dictate what the future is to be, but they can serve as a guide and

raise issues that can be used in differing circumstances. The

project has provided some possible clues about aspects that could be

important and should be included in an emancipatory interactive

teaching style. While several of the elements would be worth

focusing on with more emphasis and depth, the one I chose to look at

in my third action research project was that of rconflictr. I was

particularly interested in pursuing this as f had not thought about

it seriously before. What is more, it seemed pertinent in a society

that is fraught with dissension and conflict in so many areas and at

so many leve1s.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ttttnO eCttoN RESEARCH PROJECT: VIEWING THE STRATEGY OF CONFLICT

AS A RESOURCE

5.1 Introduction

Out of the rnany elements that had emerged in the second project, I

had chosen to examine the strategy of conflict in more depth. In

this wdy, students vrere to be encouraged to engage in the underlying

issues rather than to accept the syllabus content at face value. I

particularly wanted to examine whether this could be a useful element

to incorporate in a group activity as a means of enhancing

involvement and a real grappling with the issues, or whether it would

entrench existing attitudes and positions. I worked with the same

students as in the previous two projects, they now being in the final

school year. This r{as particularly important in the light of the

traditional attitude that critical education cannot happen in the

final school year because of an enormous workload and examination

pressure. Teachers tend not even to atternpt rprogressiver lessons

in this year because of the pressure to finish the reguired syllabi

and to attain results from students in an external examination.

Sue Davidoff again attended the whole sequence of lessons, to

critique, verify or expand ny own interpretation of the events. The

students also completed their journals on a daily basis. I asked

them to be guided by the following:
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overall response to the lesson.

Did you feel conflict within yourself? Why? How did you deal

with it?

Did you feel conflict between people? Why? How did you deal

with it? Did it hinder or aid your participation? I{hy?

I did not choose a particular section of work, but merely continued

with the syllabus topic that was being dealt with at the particular

time. I built an element of conflict into my planning for the

teaching of the toPic

At that point, ry understanding of conflict was in those areas of

disagreement with others and conflict within oneself. I had not

thought about the possible nuances within conflict or differentiated

between real tension and disagreement.

5.2 Baelcground

The lesson objectives and content of the syllabus for the Senior

Secondary Geography course emphasize a spatial organization paradigrm.

This paradigrm is based on the philosophy of positivisn, a philosophy

strongly identified with science. Positivism regards knowledge as

a given property of external reality amenable to study via value-free

methods. The essence of this geography is then the emphasis on

theory. Attempts are made to develop spatial concepts into various

sorts of models, while an appropriate mode of enquiry is encouraged

that of hypothesis generation and testing. The stress on models

implies that geography is less interested in the unigue case, the

3
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particular tovrn, region, than in generalizations. Urban models are

one such example. They are based on the social organization of

western capitalist societies. They are normative in nature in that
they seek to explain how landscapes should be organized and contain

implicit value assumptions arising from specific social and

historical circumstances in which they have developed. (Weber

1990 zL-2)

In this project, the section being dealt with was three Models of

Urban Structure. The models rrere designed in 1,925, L939 and L945

respectively to explain the structure and influencing factors of

urban settlements theoretically. The concentric model designed in

L925 particularly emphasises socio-economic differences that cause

zones to arrange themselves in circles around the central business

district. Transport routes are not incorporated. The sector model

of L939 locates all functions in relation to 'upper-middler class

housing and transport routes. Functions are arranged in wedge-shapes

from tha central business district. The multiple nuclei model of

1945 extends the nucleus away from the central business district to

other nuclei. It has rectangular shapes and also incorporates more

functions than just residential and the central business district.

The reca1l, recolrnition and inter-relation of these models was

important, not only in terms of covering the syllabus but also in
terms of providing the students with the language necessary for an

avrareness of the issues at hand. Information was therefore viewed

as being functional rather than as an end in itself. I wanted the

use of conflict to provide a forum to delve beneath the spatial
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patterns and also focus on human motivations, perceptions and values

that create and modify landscapes. This would demand an awakening

realisation of the economic, social and political issues at stake.

5.3 Procesg

The following is a chronological outline of the project:

Lesson 1

Initially, I wrote the following statement on the board: rrPeople

must live where they can afford to liverr. Students were each given

a .badger and asked whether they agreed or disagreed with this

statement in the context of Cape Town. They individually made one

of the following symbols on their badge:

++ strongly agree with the statement

+ agree

disagree

strongly disagree

They then found another student who had written down the same sYmbol

as their own and shared their rationale for choosing that position.

Each pair of students then found another pair who had chosen the

symbol opposite to their own. Time was given for both pairs to

explain their position and then also to try to persuade each other

to .switch positionst. Students could change their rbadger at this

point. No students chose the ++ or -- badge. My sense on the basis
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of the studentsr journals and discussj-ons with them at the end of the

project, was that the statement was potentially so controversial that

they could not take any extreme response as they were conscious of

the potential dilemma within the statement. As one student stated,

rAt first I felt unable to make a choice, there were pros and cons

for bothrr.

There was a brief report and rationale from the different groups of

four about what their positions had been, from individuals who had

chosen to change their badge, and from those who did not change their

badge. The following are comments reported in this exercise:

ItBy hearing otherst points of view, I could sum up the prors and

conrs of my decision and also had the choice to change it.tt

I'I changed by choice for plus because I did not open my mind

wide enough for more issues, but instead limited my self to one

thing. rr

r sensed that there was a high .degree of participation in this

Iesson, particularly once the pairs of students had met with pairs

of students holding opposing views. fn the initial exercise when

they exptained to a person who had chosen a sirnilar position to their

otrrn, they were fairly quick and methodical in the procedure, whereas

I needed to intervene in the later process because of time pressure-

Even though students had not completed their arguments and

discussions, I curtailed the discussion in order to continue with the

lesson plan. IdeaIIy this was probably not the best way of
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naxirnising studentsr involvement in the topic, but I felt restricted

by time and the need to complete the syllabus.

A further indication of the studentsr level of participation was that

the lesson ended at a lunch interval and clusters of students drifted

around during interval continuing to argue or make their point more

strongly. The students who chose to change their positions felt that

the other group had a stronger, more convincing argument, ot that

issues had been raised that they had not thought of. Comments from

studentst journals:

rrI think the conflict made the lesson more interesting because

each person wanted to stress what he believed was right.tr

"I dealt with the conflict by best trying to bring across my own

views and reasons so that it would change the other guyrs views.

I also looked at the other teamrs argument to see if I could

change my view. rr

trlistening to otherst ideas gave one a new perspective.tt

"The conflict did not hinder my participation, but made things

more interesting. "

rrOverall response hlas good within the group. We had some

response from every member. rl
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rrThe conflict actually aided me in that it gave me a chance to

air my viewpoints quite aggressively and this seemed to change

at least two minds in the group. Conflict also gets you more

interested as you are directly involved in the argument and are

not an outsider who most of the time does not know what is

happening and have a very biased view of certain events and

situations. rr

rrl did have conf lict within myself because I Yras not sure

whether to take a + or a - sign because of the problem I found

with the statement. rr

trConflict aided us because lre had a broader view after we spoke

more about it. rr

The motivation for this lesson was to begin to allow a process where

students were thinking about the issues involved regarding the site

Iocation and needs of various people and land-uses. The urban models

involve particular locations and land-uses in their formulation and

the exercise was therefore aimed at beginning a process of thinking

about some of the realities that rnight affect location, before

theoretically examining the characteristics and rationale for the

three different urban models. As one student stated, "f liked the

idea of developing my oern Cape Town. rr Apart from merely beginning

a process regarding the issues affecting the various models, the

exercise deliberately created a situation of potential conflict where

a variety of responses could have been adopted to the statement. It

was within this inherent controversy that I hoped to elicit thought,
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response,

positions.
involvement and also the ability to listen to alternative

IT€IISOD 2

In the following lesson the class was divided into groups of three

and each group was given an envelope containing an outline map of the

Peninsula, ten squares of coloured paper, a list and key denoting

different land-uses for each of the coloured squares, scissors, and

an outline of three shapes depicting the three urban models - circle,

wedge, rectangle. The groups needed to decide whether a circular,

wedge or rectangular shape would be the most appropriate basis for

demarcating land uses in and around the Peninsula. They then needed

to proceed to design and cut out the blocks after they had decided

where the ten different functions should be located and to justify

their choice of location. They vrere to stick them onto their

Peninsula map to end up with a jigsaw-Iike model of the eray they

would structure the cape Peninsula land area.

fn order to arrive at their own particular rmodelsr, they discussed

which shape would be most appropriate and whyi also what land uses

they wanted to include in their nodel. The most controversial issue

vras where each land use should be located. The controversy was

particularly evident when it came to deciding on the position of

various class structures of housing. Residential areas are

demarcated according to an economic class structure in two out of the

three models and so this was inctuded in their key of land uses.

Much debate and arguing ensued.
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LeSsOn 3

Each group met with another group to share their map with their
particular development pattern. They explained why they had chosen

a particular shape and had located it in a particular position.

They were also asked to re-examine the ten functions and to state

which necessary functions they thought had been omitted from the

tist. They tried to come to a consensus regarding what might be the

best plan for Cape Tovrn.

Studentsr journals revealed a fairly strong bias toward feeling that

their differing positions had enhanced their participation. There

was, however, the occasional view that the conflict had initially

been inhibiting:

trYes, there was conflict between us because, as before, we each

believed we were correct and also the different reasons for

ideas were equally valid. I am sorry to say that it did hinder

the group for the first time because each one would bring

up their own views, not compromise and reinforce why they were

right. But in as much as it hindered, it did help because it

was now possible to see the various possibilities of

dif ferences. rl

ttWorking in collaboration with other can lead to solutions to

problems. However, we did not agree on everything.tt
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ttWe had some conflict and so new points were raised. tl

rroverall response was good within the group. We had some

response fron every member. rr

"Having the responsibility of planning something this important

was interesting and very challenging. tt

rrl enjoyed working with new people.rr

trGood learning experience. Conflict did not hinder us; it

actually helped. croup felt ready to change if change vlas for

the betterment of the proposed plan of the city. If we had our

wdyr we would definitely change some aspects of the way that the

city is laid out at present. An interesting lesson.

Enjoyable. tl

ttConflict aided my participation because I wanted to argue. rl

trl enjoyed the period because we could aII discuss our own point

of view on what we thought was right or wrong.rr

It seems that conflict helped force students to think through issues

and their possible irnplications regarding the models, prior to

hearing about the theoretical rationale for the models.

There lras some element of wanting to persuade others to accept their

particular point of view, but also an openness to different and new
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possibilities. I feel unclear as to what contributed toward that

openness, but suspect that it has more to do with a long-term

intentionality and ethos in the class rather than any particular

element that occurred in these series of lessons. It might,

therefore, be important when detiberately creating conflict, to

create structures that force groups to consider new and interesting

points that another group has introduced.

Another element that arose in this session that I had not

particularly planned for, was the experience of students working with

a nerr group of students. At different times I have formally grouped

students or allowed them to choose the people with whom they work.

I have generally found that the students urork more effectively and

with more enthusiasrn with people that they have chosen. However,

there have always been inherent overriding problems and questions

related to the possible entrenchment of existing friendships,

attitudes and perceptions and to not exposing students to different

styles of working and thinking. I think the exposure to different

groups, particularly in this lesson, worked because it was

task-orientated, but mostly because there was an inherent

controversy. On previous occasions tasks have been set for groups

of students who have not chosen to work together and they have

generally tended not to work well together.

LessoD ,l

In this lesson each group was allocated one of the urban models.

Each group then studied their particular model and structured the
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model according to the particutarities of Cape Town. Students

consulted their textbooks to understand the rationale and theoretical

basis for their particular model. Some of the studentsr comments

s/ere:

rThe lesson vras very good. There was more participation from

more pupils in the class instead of just a few individuals.rl

rrlt I s a pity that for exam purposes vre have to stick to the

theory because our (the classrs) analysis brings out many

interesting points every day which are not included in the

syllabus. rl

On the who}e, I felt that the beginning exercises had been helpful

in actually contextualizing the irnplications and rationale of the

various models. If the models had been started without the

introductory statement, it seems likely the students would have

lacked a context, and most particularly a critical sense of their

possible inplications.

LessoD 5

Three students, each representing one of the three models, comprised

a group. Each person needed to rfight forr their particular model,

irrespective of whether they actually supported it or not. I

deliberately created this situation to create an inner conflict

within students and also to get them to rlive intor the rationale and

understanding of the particular model. We then had a general report
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back period regarding the modelsr strengths and weaknesses and where

the students felt the models failed to reflect reality. They also

examined the similarities and differences between the models and

considered which model would be most acceptable to urban development.

An interesting issue

students encountered

support or believe:

that emerged

in defending

from this was the difficultY

something which they did not

rrl do not think that conflict aided the discussion because at

the onset of the talks, one of the other groups stated that ny

model was indeed better than his. rl

ttlt was interesting, although I found it very hard to defend ny

model, because I know that my model was not perfect.rr

trI had the concentric shape, but I found it very hard to defend

because I felt it was totally inaccurate. rl

rrlt was a struggle to defend my model because of itrs many flaws

and the omission of certain functions.rr

rrrtrs hard defending a model in which you donrt believe.rl

This issue of defending something that one does not support, is

probably an element that is important to keep in mind when planning

a group activity with a structure of conflict. This exercise raised

the whole area of inner conflict. The conflict can become defused
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and less involving if students are presented with a position that

they cannot support. It does, however, present individuals with a

forum for coping with their own inner kind of conflict. The other

possibility of defending a position that one has not chosen, is one

of being able to empathize and understand another perspective.

However, I would see that as an additional issue regarding possible

empathy strategies, rather than as an effective way of utilizing

conflict.

The other perspective that emerged was that some students and groups

responded to the potential conflict by criticising other models,

rather than by defending their ohln:

'rwe seemed to be criticising the others and not defending our

own. rr

rrThey got through to me because they seemed to be attacking our

pattern, rather than discussing their ohln.rr

An interesting issue that one student raised vtas related to the

Iirnitations in their disagreements and involvement because they

experienced a lack of knowledge about the other models. This ties

in particularly with ny thinking about critical thinking insofar as

it needs to move beyond simply rejecting something. As Morrow

(L989:1,560) states, it then simply becomes a refusal to argue, fot

when I do not understand something, I cannot be responding to it

critically, as I do not know its essence. This is a particularly

pertinent insight that I would heed in the future.
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LeSSOD 6

An aerial photograph of an urban settlement was shown and students

identified which model it most closely represented. The class

reconvened in their original groups from the second lesson and

considered the following guestions:

What are your modelrs strengths?

Its weaknesses : where could you not defend it?

How does it differ from Cape Townrs reality?

The sinilarities and differences between the three models.

What model is the most acceptable to Your if any?

Would you like to change your badge : rrPeople must live where

they can af ford to liverr.

The group discussion was opened into a plenary session and a fiery

and heated argument ensued. rrOverall our diagrams were criticised

by everyone, and interestingly enough, more points came UPtt, said one

student.

Members of the class were also subseguently interviewed by Sue and

a school colleague. Students responded to the following guestions:

t

2.

Did you feel any conflict within yourself? How did you deal

with it?

Did you feel any conflict with others? Could you deal with it?

Did conflict enhance or hamper your involvement? Do you feel

you learnt more or less through conflict?
3
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86

Did you find that conflict made you more fixed or open in your

position? i.e. were you open to different points of

vieflexamining yourselfr/shifting your position?

Your understanding of conflict.

Any general comments.6

These interviews helped to unravel elements that had occurred within

the conflict experience. Conflict does not always involve an

reither/orr situation. New elements and ideas can be introduced.

Conflict also does not necessarily chaltenge the status q[uo, for the

options given may remain within the framework of the given status

quo. Also, unless we move from understanding the controversial

nature within elements to asking why those elements actually exist,

we are not operating within a critical framework. For instance,

students might become involved in the controversy about whether

working class residential land use should be in the outlying areas

of an urban settlement, but they also need to ask and examine the

rationale for the existence of residential zones based on class

structures. There would then be the possibility of critiquing and

challenging the very options that are presented, highlighting

Freirets (1985:85) differentiation between transforming rather than

reforming reality .reformingt meaning maintaining the status quo

and rtransformingt meaning challenging the status quo' A sense of

conflict between theory and practice also arose. One student stated,

ItI sometimes felt conflict between theory and reality' rr Theory

cannot be generalized or universalized as each social site 'rprovides

diverse and critical insights into the nature of dornination and the

possibilities for social and self-emancipationrr. (Giroux L988:1L9)
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The element that emerged concerned coping with conflict and feeling

that it does not necessarily mean aggression, but that it can be an

integral part of learning and a necessary dialectic for

transformation. As two students Put it, ttWithout this lesson, I

might never have learnt that conflict can be coped with, without

aggressioDt,, and, rrA broader perspective of others and their problems

has enabled me to learn to cope less aggressively with conflictrr.

The experiences in these six lessons tended to make many of the

students guestion their own views, because they felt answerable and

$/ere forced to listen to each other. As one student put it, rrOther

groupsr views made a lot of sense and it made one more open and able

to shiftt'. Their general involvement was enhanced. To guote one

view, rrl donrt normally take part in discussions - with conflict it

is easier to get involvedtt. And they also perceived themselves as

co-Iearners honouring their own experiences and shifting the emphasis

from the teacher as the source of knowledge: rrMuch better to work

in groups than on your owni hear what other people have to say and

can correct one anotherrr, was one response.

Regarding studentsr abitity to cope with conflict within themselves

and each other, there was a mixed response, from feeling that they

were exposed to new and different ideas to accepting the vatidity of

the views of others, but not necessarily changing their ostn view-

They also felt that hearing other people's points of view helped them

to clarify their own inner conflict. They felt that they could

rbounce backi th"ir thoughts with other students, helping them

achieve more clarity.
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Their understanding of conflict was that it concerns differences in

rneaning, people, ideas and opinion, and conflict becomes more intense

to the extent that people are prepared to push their differences and

defend their own point of view.

There was a unanimous response that the conflict situation had

enhanced their participation. They felt less isolated, that they had

something to contribute and defend and that they were more open to

evaluating others and their own attitudes. As one student stated in

his interview, rrPeople who have been rdeadt all year contributed, and

became interested; this provides a stinulating atmosphere in the

classrr.

5.{ fn conclusion

I feel that this project has focused particularly on the

understanding of conflict in terms of disagreement with others and

tension within oneself. It is possible that there are other ways of

viewing this dialectic, but it is within this framework that I have

examined the possibilities for critical interactive teaching.

It would seem that the use of conflict in interactive teaching can

play a crucial role in enhancing studentsr involvement, their

understanding of issues and democratizLng the education process,

possibly beginning to question issues and think about new dimensions.

The students definitely owned and gave worth to their individual and

collective contributions, thereby helping to move away from a

teacher-centred classroom. However, this approach can also simply
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provide the framework for the appearance and sense of self-thought

and involvement, but be steered and structured toward a particular

dogma or objective. It would then be utilized in a positivistic type

of education, rather than a critical framework. Radical education,

by contrast, seeks dialogue rather than polemics, seeks causal

principles and is open to continual guestioning and revision of

findings. It aims to increase the individualts capacity for choice

and not to impose choices. Conflict can enhance studentsl

involvement in a transformative process, but it needs to be clearly

contextualized within the critical education framework.

It is now necessary to begin to unravel the rthreadsr from these

three projects and the concomitant readings in an overall reflection.

This reflection will constitute the final chapter of this work.
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CHAPTER SIX

EMERGING PERSPECTIVES

6.1 Intention

It seems necessary at this juncture to outline what I set out to do

in this entire process, and then to examine what I actually did do,

while also looking at and reflecting on certain issues that arose.

I initially explored the action research cycle as a research

methodology to facilitate my reflection on my own classroom practice,

and as a way of teaching transformatively. The basic understanding

and framework of action research within which I chose to operate, was

that of a spiral of systematic planning, actingt, observing and

reflecting. It is necessary to outline the characteristics that I

atternpted to incorporate in my action research process to ascertain

whether these did feature in my classroon practice.

The major thrust of rny intention had been that the research would be

participatorv, including myself, the students and additional

colleagues to verify, critigue and enhance my understandings. I

wanted the project to have an accountabilitv to and among

participants, and particularly wanted to focus on my accountability

as the teacher to the students. This would reguire asking for

studentst reflections, feeding research findings back to the

students, and clarifying these with them. As Morrow (1989:L53)

states, rrVery many students in schools are taught merely to react to
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given stimulii". I stressed this as in our present education

structure the rrule of thumbt is that teachers are not answerable to

students: this power structure simply perpetuates existing norms and

a very accepting and unguestioning response from students. The only

tirne this issue is normally considered is during a crisis in the

political and education sphere. As the NECC Press Release (L985)

statedr we need rrto re-conceptualise the role of rschoolingr in
relation to the rcommunityr and ensure that it does not become a

mechanical static relationship geared to 'crisis' aloner'. For

instance, it would not be unusual to say something technically

incorrect or highly contentious and for students to accept the point

without guestion. For twelve years of schooling, students are taught

by their experience in the classroom and in society that the teacher

is 'rightr, an ultimate authority and certainly not to be questioned.

Questioning the teacher is often viewed as being disrespectful or

even simply as a waste of time and effort. This is not to deny the

fundamental shifts that have occurred during the years of student

protest and upheaval against apartheid education. However, the

student 'voicer has still not become an integral part of the dynamics

of a transformed education systen.

I also wanted the process to highlight the underlying and inherent

social, economic and political forces contained within any curricula

covered. This involved contextualizing the micro situation in the

macro context and also creating a situation where underlying

assumptions could be revealed and questioned. It eras within this
premise that I believed that, by becoming more aware of our

situation, we can begin to think differently and so ultinately
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contribute to the transformation of our situation. Transformation

would involve a different style and content in the classroom with a

focus on change in the broader society.

The theory and structure of the work needed to help students think

beyond their own framework, but also to critigue theories rather than

simply apply them as blueprints to given particularities. Theories

also needed to be diverse, representing differing positions to extend

existing limitations of thinking and values.

The action research process is systematic. Although not rigidr Els

a focused enguiry of planning, acting, obsetrration and reflection,

I felt it would facilitate the processes I was attempting to set in

motion.

I also set out to explore ny hunch about the necessity of using

indigenous resources to enhance student involvement and the

accessibility of their course work. My intention throughout was for

the educational context to move toward what I regarded as critical

thinking. After completing the first action research cycle I

realised that I had been fairly linited in narrowing myself to

perceiving indigenous resources as an isolated key factor in

transforming the education process.

I also reflected that I had been fairly vague regarding my

understanding of critical thinking, which had been the fundamental

paradigrm and framework for my education process in the classroom.
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I proceeded to examine and understand critical thinking with more

depth to see how it related to rny activity-based methodology.

With a broadened understanding of the complexities of critical

thinking, I moved into the second cycle of my project. I wanted to

extend my understanding and use of resources to illuminate the

controversy inherent in any material so that it would be both more

adaptable and effective in involving students to link the classroom

with the wider context and so to move toward a transforming

educational process. I particularly focused on encouraging students

to create resources, to use them and to evaluate their effectiveness

in their learning.

From this project conflict had arisen as something that seemed to

encouraqre student participation. I therefore explored the strategy

of conflict as a resource in the third and final cycle of this

particular project.

In essence, then, this project intended to use the research

methodology of action research to focus on the use of indigenous

resources, expanding to focus on resources more generally and the

notion of conflict in particular as ways of enhancing critical

understanding and thinking. My action research involvement also led

me to examine and problematize the notion and practice of critical

thinking.
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6.2 Execution and reflection

It is now necessary to examine what the project actually did in

relation to its stated objectives and to highlight certain key issues

that emerged. In relation to the objectives of the action research

methodology, it would seem that as a broad statement the projects did

attempt to be participatory, to include an element of shared

answerability and to create situations where the material on hand was

probed further for dominant interests and links with the macro

context. However, the following key issues arose:

tb :a :i.l Accountability

First, I wiII focus and reflect on the aspect of accountability. I

choose this area of reflection because of all the characteristics

incorporated I feel that it had the most profound effect on me as a

teacher. I felt the whole action research approach increased my own

answerability to my students. Although I had always 'consideredl

studentst viewpoints and had the appearance of a fairly democratic

classroom, I had not intentionally or consistently checked out

procedures or processes with them. I have never actually

incorporated them in a formal evaluation procedure.

I found this particularly interesting as I have always been conscious

of not wanting to emulate the power structurei of the teacher as tthe

authorityt and the students as the acguiescent subjects. Previously

I saw this tiaditional authority structure as being eroded by ny

being fairly participatory in my teaching methods for instance,
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group work, simulation games and debates. I also created forums for

inviting criticisn and guestioning regarding what I as the teacher

might be sayinq. However, apart from attempting to be intuitively
.fairr in matters of dispute, I did not embark on a systematic style

that allowed students a rvoicet and a critigue of what I was doing,

that is the very style and process of the educational scenario.

It seems to me that in an on-going teaching process it is imperative

to create a formal structure, time or place whereby students are

criven the sDace to resoond s riouslv to and cri icme their

involvement, procedure and content in the classroom. The journals,

kept throughout the course, proved useful as students viewed them as

their personal records. As one student stated, rrThe sight of these

books imnediately got my interestrt. Although I had discussed the

project with then and they knew that I would read their journals,

they saw them as separate from their notebooks and fairly open-ended,

and so these records revealed a high degree of freedom of expression.

If any kind of reflection can occur to re-plan a Process in my

teaching, the reflection must be collective in terms of involving aII

the participants.

I have found that since doing these projects I am no$t consciously

including students in lesson content and procedure evaluations. This

has also had an effectr oD an on-going basis, oD Iny consulting

students about appropriate dates for testing and quantity of work for

homework preparation in the light of other subject workloads. This

is in juxtaposition to imposing dates and guotas without

consultation. This day to day process has involved students having
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to examine their workload seriously, to set priorities and to take

decisions. In short, I find that I am formally and informally much

more consciously rnaking a space and context available to actually

consult with students in the processes that they are part of.

I have also found that students are now generally better prepared for
ttrartests, whenSave had some rvoicer regarding when that test will be

written. My overall style also now focuses more on questions rather

than answers. When starting a section on mining, for instance,

students surrounded photographs depicting different aspects of mining

with written questions drawn up after they had examined the scene in

the photograph. That exercise immediately became a forum to deal

with the topic in relation to immediate concerns before noving beyond

that.

After completing the second cycle, where students created resources

and were involved in their own evaluation procedures, they had

control over both the content and substance of the material.

Fundamentatly the students felt accountable to each other and began

to guestion their olrn views. Altowing this responsibility and

creativity has the potential to shift ownership of the classroom

experience to a conjoint experience between teacher and students.

I have also nov, included students more formally in an on-going

conjoint evaluation procedure regarding their work. A Std. I class

answered a variety of guestions on their geomorphology section of

work. Instead of giving the answers, I divided the class into

groups. Each group tackled a particular question, sharing their

individual responses and discussing the most appropriate response.
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This was then reported in a class plenary session, in which further
opportunity was given to debate the groupsr responses. Apart from

students coming to grips far more thoroughly with the issues at hand,

I found the practice also respected their own knowledge and moved

away frorn the central focus on the teacher. Shor (1980:l-05) aptly

descrj.bes this in the following way:

The teacherrs conviction that she or he can learn
important things from the students is a keystone of this
process. Without that belief, the educator will be
rejecting student reality as a rich resource for thematic
problems. AIso, the teacher who does not seek to learn
frorn the class will not listen carefully to what students
offer, and hence will condition students into
non-speaking.

Most of aII, I have realised that democraticizing the classroom

involves more than a general ethos of allowing the students a rvoicet

in critiguing the content of what is said by the teacher. It needs

intentionality, structure and focus on p@,.

My reflections regarding democratizing both the process and the

content of the classroom confirm my view that schools are sites of

struggle regarding both content and process. Progressive education

generally stresses that the content, rather than the style of

teaching, should be transformative. fn order to reveal dominant

interests and ideology and to link continually the classroom

situation with the larger community, formal links need to be nurtured

between the school and communitv organisations. For instance, in

dealing with pollution it would be important to problematize the

content and to create an experiential, democratic approach, but it

is egually important to align with organisations involved in
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campaigns around pollution. Too often content,

organisational links are viewed as separate entities,

often only one or two of these aspects are explored.

method and

and egually

The concept of triangulation is an additional aid regarding these

issues of answerability. An additional person serves as a rreality

checkr regarding oners own and onets studentst perceptions of events.

The triangulation in these projects raised the whole issue of the

triangulator also being answerable and the benefit of the action

research cycle as a way of approaching the process of triangulation

(Appendix 2). However, until there is a restructuring of the

education and school programme in South Africa, the use of a

triangulator would be linited to colleagues sharing their free

lessons to observe lessons in other classrooms. We have started this

on a small scale at the school in which I work, and it represents the

beginnings of employing the action research process at school level

to promote teacher co-operation and direction.

The practice of trving to capture studentsr thinking about a topic

before starting a section. and then re-doino that exercise at the end

of the topic, also helped meet the challenge of answerability to my

own stated intentions regarding whether additional thought, critigue

or dimension to existing attitudes and knowledge had occurred.

6.2.2. Resources

My view that resources needed to be regarded as something tangible

and thus as necessarily having to originate in the South African
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context, meant that I sometimes lost flexibility regarding my own

innovations and resources. I have since extended the whole concept

of resources and have acknowledged that they are not limited to

materials but can include strateqies and materials that may not have

originated in South Africa or be directly focused in this context.

However, they need to provide a basis for students to relate to their

own context, to validate their lives and create spaces to invent

options for themselves. (Shor l-980: 1,56) It means not slavishly

folloning one method or approach. My whole idea of resources has

moved from that of being a fairly static notion to one reguiring a

far greater adaptability to new situations. Too often progressive

resources are focused on worksheets. While there is a time and place

for these, they can become both limiting, unimaginative and

one-dimensional as a teaching approach. Apart from my focus shifting

away from needing to have resources that are located in South Africa

to strategies that can involve and situate students, I have also

become more innovative in utilizLng the vast array of possibilities

that exist for increasing studentsr accessibility to the material

covered.

t6.2 .3 . critical thinking

The third area of reflection involves the problem of clarifying and

specifying the notion of critical thinking. Although I had not

seriously examined the concept before, I had in sorne way alluded to

a particular type of thinking, and hence had that as a particular
.objective' in mind. This in itself becomes problematic and possibly

a contradiction in termsr ds the very idea of critical education
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moves away from the positivist style of having set objectives, i.e.

a prespecified type of thinking that needs to be rachievedr.

Therefore the focus on a critical pedagogy and the kind of elements

that could be included in such an approach seem to be more congruent

with a critical education approach. It is the approach rather than

the tend product' that serrres to illuminate critical thinking. This

project has, therefore, enabled me to clarify more precisely the

character of an activity-based approach if it is to attempt to serve

a critical pedagogy. A key characteristic of such a pedagogy is that

it needs to problemalize the curricula. By problematizing I mean

exposing and developing an awareness of and an interest in the

controversy inherent in any rknowledget.

There tere some strategies that arose that atlowed the problematic

nature of material to be revealed. Simulation presents the students

with possibilities and realities that are in the macro situation and

asks them to cope and make decisions at the micro-Ievel. Apart from

Iinking the material in the classroom with the wider context, the act

of simulation allows work to become problematic. This is because aII

the variables, contradictions and questions can be seen to exist in

specific situations rather than as generalised theories. fn fact,

by moving away from models and theories and by presenting particular

situations and scenarios, it is more likely that a course wiII move

away from its normative character and reveal inherent differences.

This also avoids the risk of presenting knowledge as static and

tgiven I .
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The concern with providing a choice also enhanced the issues in the

project. It forced students to extend their existing framework as,

for instance, when students hrere asked to think of guestions they

thought nobody else would have asked.

Creating an agenda where a group is deliberately structured so that
all points of view are represented in one group augrmented the

awareness of the possibte controversy contained in any topic.

6.2.4 Conflict

The last point of reflection I wish to deal with here is the key

issue of conflict that arose from my attempt to problemaLize material

and make it accessible to students. On the basis of studentsl

responses and evaluation, there seems little doubt that conflict, as

I had perceived it, had enhanced student involvement and had revealed

the variegated nature of topics. In this regard Morrow (L989:L53)

comments that:

Human beings differ from each other in countless ways, but
only some of these differences can be said to be
disagreements, and it is in the field of disagreements
that critical thinking has its home.

However, since completing the project and subseguent discussion, I
have realised more clearly that conflict is not simply conflict
within oneself or disagreement with others, but that it might

represent fundamental differences. I found that when students were

not involved in existential issues or their own personal paradigrms

and values, their degree of conflict would remain at the leve1 of
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disagreement. They could enjoy this, they felt that they wanted to
participate, and they did not feel fundamentally threatened or

compelled to defend their positions.

When something touched the students existentially, however, they

coped differently. When they needed to defend a position they could

not support, they found this difficult and sometimes impossible to

handle. The conflict in this case rendered them largely impotent and

did not enhance their involvement. There were odd cases where

students understood a situation better because they had had to adopt

that position, but mostly they found they struggled to defend a

position they did not support. There was one student who felt a

fundamental difference regarding the whole issue of urbanisation, let

alone models of urbanisation. As a result he felt that he did not

need to be remotionally involvedr as the issues before him were not

being rtaken to heartr, and so he was able abstractly to rdefendr

something he did not support. As he stated,

I disagree with having to plan future urbanisation because I

dontt believe urbanisation is the answer as it promotes

capitalism. As it is a set task I shall however, even though

against my principles endeavour to as efficiently as possible

(sic) .

When a fundamental difference was felt, students were less open to

changing their positions or understanding the opposing position.

perhaps this distinction is important when attempting to utilize

conflict to interrogate knowledge. What had been a fairly
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superficial view of conflict has now become far more nuanced. f feel
that this is particularly irnportant in the light of a society and

schools that are conflict-ridden. To begin to utilize conflict as

a creative strategy would involve a consciousness of whether to
utilise disagreements to enhance involvement and an engagement with

the issues at hand or to set in motion an understanding of the

fundamental differences evidenced. This would need particular

sensitivity and care because of the potential explosive nature. This

would highlight Morrowrs (L989:156) point regarding the necessity of

understanding to begin a critical process.

The distinction between what constitutes disagreement and fundamental

differences is of itself sensitive and has a problematic nature.

However, a discernment of this differentiation can help one begin to

utilize conflict in a way that creates growth and openness, rather

than entrenching existing positions. This reflection has deepened

my own understanding regarding the complexities of conflict and so

has enabled me to utilize it more effectively. The kind of

characteristics that emerged in the cycle examining conflict as a

strategy also highlighted several other issues. In a disagreement,

issues that $rere not initially thought of or presented can arise.

The disagreement can extend the set parameters given or preconceived

ideas. The realisation that conflict does not need to involve

aggression is illuminating in the light of the deeply rooted

prevalence of conflict in the fabric of our society. A potentially

conflicting situation also enabled students to work with people they

do not norma).Iy choose to work with. The differing positions
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provided a stronger motivation to work together than a particular
task would have done.

ft is necessary to conclude this reflection regarding conflict on a

sobering note by acknowledging that conflict will not necessarily

challenge the status quo. ft can provide the facade of democratizing

the classroom and challenging authority by involving students. It
can also be utilized toward attaining a given preconceived objective

effectively, because it night make students more willing to move

toward that objective because they feel that they have rsteered their
ovtn courser. Again there is not a prescription to delineate what

constitutes a challenge to the existing order and what does not.

Rather, it is a consciousness to reflect continually on the process

and nature of conflict so that it actually constitutes a critical
pedagogy and not merely a style of involving students to meet set

obj ectives.

6.3 Epilogue

This project has been humbling. I viewed myself as continually

striving to be a progressive teacher in the South African context.

I teach with a variety of styles and focus on being student-centred.

I participated in this Masters prograrnme in Action Research because

I felt the need to re-energize myself and to reflect critically with

others on my teaching experience. In many hrays any outsider stepping

into my classroom two years ago and again today rnight superficially

assess that I am a rcreativer, rrelevantt teacher with relatively the

same teaching style. However, I have felt a vast gualitative
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difference in my approachr ry thinking and the rationare for my

actions and activities. I am far more disciplined and focused in my

self-reflection, more intentional regarding student participation and

the elements thereof, and more determined to create forums to make

provision for accountability regarding content and my teaching

method. The action research methodology has provided me with a

resource to critique my work and grow within my teaching arena. It
has not been confined to the parameters of this academic course and

tine, but will continue to influence my work and thinking. Probably

most importantly I have become sensitized against being complacent

about the nature of transformative teaching. Once we think we rhave

it aII togethert, we have ilost itr !

rrWe shall not cease from exploration

The end of aII our exploring

WiIl be to arri,ve where we started

And know the place for the first time. rl

(From rrFour Quartetst' by T.S. E1iot)
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APPENDTX 1

This appendix is a list of studentst comments, problems and guestions

regarding industrial location raised during the Action Research

Project 2.

A : Comments when deciding on placing their own factory in the most
rcorrectl site nd criticmino another crroun r s f rv oosition:

Must be away from city because of pollution.
North-facing slope to save electricity.
No threat of toxic gases or substances which may endanger the

workerrs health.

Anti-erosion walls to protect the land from flooding.
We do not use coal because it affects the atmosphere.

The railway line provides another distribution outlet and

workers can get to work by train.
Did not choose a site because it is inconvenient for workers

regarding transport.
They have contradicted themselves, are vague and not well
elaborated e.g. rcreate problemst .. what problerns? for whom?

They did not consider land cost.

Pipelines are problernatic repair work is large-scale and

expensive; they also scar the landscape.

Poor map; no station, Do roads leading to factory, no

powerlines.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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B : Problems they found with their own site

*

workersr hearth problem e.g. rung infection, spray painters.
The porrution wilr rater have an effect on the trees, by

destroying the trees we limit our oxygeni also contributes to
the greenhouse effect.
Because of the distance that has to be travelled to the factory,
travelling costs for workers are high.

*

*

*

C : Ouestions they thought they had asked that were runusualt or
questions thev thouqht no-one had asked !

Who wants/needs this product?

Are the labourers under a medical aid?

Does the porrution affect the prant rife that surrounds the

factory?

What do they do with the waste products and where do they go?

Is the ground suitable to build on?

Is it far to the nearest hospital if there is an accident?

Will our pollution affect others? How will it affect the area

in a number of years?

The use of the river in our factory could affect the supply of

drinking water for people and animals in the surrounding rural
areas.

*

*

*

*

*

* How are we going to influence our ecosystem?
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APPENDTX 2

This appendix is a report from my triangurator, sue Davidoff:

r have worked with June Pym on three action research projects, since

April 1989. Although I approached her formally to ask whether it
would be possible for me to assist her in her action research

project, the work contract between us was loose and informal. At no

stage did I undertake to write a report for her, and up to this point
I have not given June any written documentation of my perspectives

in the process between us or of the projects themselves.

I am not guite sure how our working together evolved in this way -
partly I think it had to do with the fact that we developed a

relationship outside of our working relationship which tended to make

the work we did together seem less formal. Partly also, I think that
it had to do with a sense of June that I had of being so extremely

competent as a teacher that there was very little that I could add

that might be of any use to her.

Perhaps it would be good to explore this latter point somewhat:

within the informality of our friendship f also had the perception

of June being guite the most creative, balanced, skilful and artistic
teacher I have yet encountered. She is so at home in her subject

matter, without that terrible sense of being thoroughly bored by what

she is teaching. Her 'at-homeness! enables her to be innovative,

challenging, extremely stirnulating and exciting as a teacher. There

is a sense of neatness and order to her lessons - an almost aesthetic
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sense of structure which encourages questioning and participation
from her students in an active and supportive way.

Her skill at giving meaning and form to group work is something I
have not experienced anywhere eIse. Given that the lessons are short

- 35 rninutes, lesson structure becomes very important. June managed

to have various activities within this time frame, with little
commotion or fuss. As a result, arthough ressons often fert
frustratingry short, much seemed to happen, and it fert possibre to
have depth and meaning in spite of the time constraints.

Her relationship with the students bears mentioning at this point.
she is warm, open, and authentic. By this r mean that she does not

seem to slip automatically into the role of teacher and disappear as

a person. She is there very much as herself, genuinely interested
in her students, sympathetic, caring, gentle yet firm. I had the

feeling of tremendous mutual respect between the students and

herself. As a result, there are no discipline problems: June gives

absolute attention to the work, and so do the students. The climate

in the crassroom is reraxed, yet with the tension of activity, give

and take, and real learning taking place.

Because of all of this, I had the feeling often that there was little
input that I could give to June that would be useful to her. As an

imparter of inforrnation, an authority in the real sense, June is
superb. As a facilitator of processes and encouraging participation

and activity in her students, June is extremely talented. At the

same time she is extremely sensitive to the needs of her students,
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and never seemed to overlook anyone in the class, or miss the needs

of any one student.

She seemed to know a tremendous amount in terms of the background of

each student, and as such could contextualise behavioural problems,

inattentiveness, oE other minor problems that might have manifest

themselves from time to time in her classes.

Beyond aII of this, I think that, June and I have very sirnilar values

as teachers. I felt an immediate congruence between her teaching

style and the way in which I used to teach, and the processes that

I used to (and still do) value. I felt that if f hrere teaching now,

there would be Iitt1e difference between our approaches and styles.

We often spoke about this natural agreement between us of what a

creative classroom ecology might be.

June is by no means a rlaissez fairet teacher she is directive

without being imposing. She hotds the class together tightly, and

my distinct impression with this was that it hlas this disciplined

environment that made so much possible. June demands and commands

a certain order, responsibility and respect. Yet she is not

imposing, and never underscores the contributions students make. The

balances that she creates in her c1ass, seemingly so effortlessly and

naturally, are unigue contributions for the lives of the people she

teaches. They are indeed fortunate in having (had) her as a teacher.

Her talents are exceptional, and I felt as though each day I was with

her I learnt an enormous amount.
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I have gone into this detail as a way of explaining the lack of
written reporting r gave to June. we spoke often, yet always r felt
there was little new for me to share, and thus there seemed little
point in writing anything. However, under these circumstances
written records are important, and so writing now means that much of
my immediate responses to situations wirl have been rost.

In addition, our original understanding of working together was in
itself, relatively informal. June wanted ran extra pair of eyes and

earsr to lend a certain tobjectivityr to her action research
projects. We never really articulated or explored my role beyond

that, only insofar as f interviewed students from time to time.

r participated in three clearly demarcated action research activities
in Junets geography lessons. The first project was with a standard

nine class, working in economic aeography and looking at issues of
poter related to economic aeography. of prime concern to June in
this first project was the development of indigenous resources which

might facilitate interactive teaching as well as critical thinking.
June planned and taught this section in collaboration with Ruth

versferd, using the game rstar wars, as a lray of exproring pohrer

issues.

Reflecting on this nohl, I realise that because of the ad hoc way in
which June and I negotiated our working together, I never looked at
the lessons within the context of an overall direction. Each lesson

was reflected upon (at least by me) in and of itself. CIearIy, there

were two strands in this project developing a critical alrareness
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of power issues in reration to economic geography, and arso

developing indigenous materials relating to this. Because the

lessons worked so well, because their structure was tight and yet

imaginative, I found it difficult to stand back and see whether the

general ideas weie being addressed, and if so how. There was also

the question of whether the two strands could be looked at
simultaneously within such a short time, or whether developing

indigenous resources was best addressed by a classroom-based action

research activity.

I think that our notion of what constitutes indigenous material was

transformed along the way. I also think that our notion of power was

broad power relations between people, abuse of power over nature

(in terms of renewable and non-renewable resources), strength and

poerer from within ourselves Perhaps we did not differentiate
sufficiently between these, or focus definitely enough on therefore

wanting the experience to be ultimately and empowering one for the

students; my own sense is that overallr w€ did not reflect
adeguately on the extent to which we had reflected on action in an

ongoing way to allow the reflections to inform planning of the next

Iessons. The block was planned as a whoIe, and each lesson was built
on what took place in the previous one. Time (or lack thereof) was

the major determining factor in what was included or excluded. I
seem to recall no recognisable adjustments that trere made as a result
of reflecting on the process within a broader context of

intentionality.
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I think what I am trying to say is that I experienced both Ruth and

June as disptaying great expertise in this particular area' Both of

them are competent teachers, both had a sense of where they were

going to with this section of work. DIy input seemed to take the form

of commenting on what was happening in the small groups, noticing

individual responses from particular students, but not really looking

at the process more holistically. I think that the students did

undergo some process of transformation - certainly I think that their

understanding of po$rer, and therefore their own individual and

collective responsibility towards society, was enhanced through this

experience. What I am not sure of is whether June developed a ne!,

understanding of resource development, and how this night inform

future similar activities.

In the second project, June extended her concept of resource

development to include the students. In a certain sense, although

we did not talk about it then, I can see not that this development

could easily have been seen as somewhere combining the two elements

of the previous Project. An aspect of empowerment (within this

context) has to do with creating oners own materials, and making a

contribution of materials for otherrs use. Power is related to

knowledge, action, and independence. Enabling the students to find

access to their own source of knowledge, and become less dependent

on their teacher to provide for them, is empowering. June felt that

Iooking at resource development from the point of view of the teacher

only is linited, and needs to be broadened to encompass students too.
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As with most of the work done with June, group work was encouraged,

and the students vrere told that whatever they were to develop and

produce would be used by other groups in the class. The exercise was

also structured in such a way that there was individual work required

to be done, to obviate the less confident students depending on those

more confident.

The structure of this set of lessons was thorough, intense and neat.

It was of short duration, and one of the issues that June wanted to

explore was whether students felt that they had learnt more by

producing their own resources as opposed to working with materials

given to them by her.

The project related to location of industrial sites within an urban

environment. Such an exercise involved looking at a range of

interrelated issues environmental, economic, class, socio-

political, transport, etc, etc. Engaging the students in such a

process intrinsically encourages critical thinking, collaboration,

as welt as active participation in a creative process. The design

of the process lras ingenious, and orchestrated particularly weII by

June. I lras amazed by the creativity which would a1low a simple

project to fulfil so much.

Once again the structure was tight and dernanding. My experience was

that the students engaged in the issues with much interest and

enthusiasm. Junets perceptiveness allowed her to adapt the process

in the moment to meet immediate needs, ot where she sensed certain

people were not engaging fully in the exercise.
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There was room for dialogue with students from other groups to argue

the best location for particular types of factories. This enabled

the students to really grapple with the issues. Such an exercise

could not work without clear direction and a disciplined structure.

My sense was that it was enormously successful in terms of what June

had set out to do.

The last project was once again developed from what had come before.

June had been struggling with the guestion of whether conflict, used

as a way of engaging the students in issues, facilitated the learning

process, and if so, in what way and to what extent. June was also

interested to discover whether the conflict that students might feel

within themselves would make them less or more open to changing their

opinions.

The area of geography that June used to explore this was Models of

Urban Structure. Students were to argue particular models for town

planning, giving reasons for promoting these models. In reflection,

one of the major weaknesses of this particular project (which overall

$ras very exciting and interesting for the students, I think), uas

that there vras a level of simulation which did not necessarily tally

with authentic feelings students might have had in relation to urban

development. Promoting something you believe in is very.different

from having to promote something you do notbelieve in, and this level

of differentiation did not emerge in the exercise, and was not

considered as a factor in the debate.
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When I interviewed the students at the end of this project, many of

those I spoke to seemed to feel that the conflicts within and between

groups facilitated their involvement in the process. Those people

who normally find it difficult to participate, found that the

conflict issues tended to draw them in. However, the issues the

students lrere arguing did not necessarily cut close to the bone. The

guestion of conflict over issues that really matter, that affect

oners life in a practical and immediate sense, are an area not

necessarily dealt with in this particular exercise.

As an intellectual exercise, conflict used as a way of facilitating

participation and learning seemed to work wel1. Students felt that

dealing with the issues in this $ray allowed them to internalise

aspects of urban development in such a vray that they would not have

to go and study and memorise and learn these rfactst from the

textbook. Issues became alive and intense and found a living

context.

However, I think that it night be dangerous to generalise these

experiences and argue that conflict is therefore a useful learning

tool. There are many levels at which one might feel conflict, and

when this conflict encroaches on areas of our lives that are tender

and reat, sensitive handling of the situation is necessary and thus

rusingr conflict can be manipulative and dangerous. Often teachers

might not have the experience to handle potentially explosive

situations without having disastrous outcomes.
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It is interesting for me to note how, although each of the action

research projects were complete and conceived of in themselves, in

retrospect it is clear to see that they form a coherent part of an

action research cycle, a developmental process. There are important

lessons to be learnt from each project; one observation is that the

nature of the projects required extremely skilled handling because

of time constraints and the particular nature of the exercises.

Of importance always in such projects is how the ideas and resources

can be shared with other teachers. Teachers who did come in to

observe Junets projects did, I think, learn a lot. However, the

success of the product of the projects lay largely in Junets skills,

experience and sensitivity as a teacher. The challenge lies in

sharing the development of these as well as the technigues for group

work, interactive teaching approaches and time management. This then

raises the issue of teacher development, an area largely neglected

in action research literature and of fundamental concern and

importance.

What I have Iearnt from this experience with June is the importance

of writing and docunenting aII the action research work I do

seriously, irrespective of the context in which I am working or the

relationship I have with the people, or the perceptions that I have

of their work. When I began to break slightly free from the

coherence of the plans and structures of each lesson, and the

enormous creativity that allowed for their design, I began to pick

up more subtle cues. I think that I was, in a sense, overwhelmed and
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dazzled by the brilliance of design and execution and lost a sense

for the process in the context of the whole'

I hope that I am able to work with June again in this context so

that, having reflected on these past experiences with her, that I can

participate in a more critical and substantial way than previously'

Sue Davidoff

10 October 1,990
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